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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Humans are still striving to understand what intelligence is and how to define 
intelligent behavior. As revolutionizing as the computer has been, it has fallen miserably 
shon of showing any kind of intelligent behavior. However, if we could travel in time and 
demonstrate any of today's personal computers to people at the tum of the century, a large 
number of people would probably say that the computer was very intelligent until one brave 
soul took it upon himself to dissect the device and learn how it works. How humans
define intelligence depends on how well they understand the inner workings. If a device's 
behavior can be explainect·by a set of rules and it is predictable, then the device is not 
intelligent. In other words, if the complexity of the device escapes our explanatory tools, 
then its behavior is complex and the device is a candidate for intelligent behavior. 
There are several factors, such as size, interconnect and environment, that 
contribute to the complex behavior of a device. All of these factors are imerrelated. A 
deficiency in one factor will detract from the overall complex behavior of the device. The 
two factors, size and interconnect, are closely related. The size refers to the number of 
nodes, while the interconnect refers to the number of ways that the nodes are connected. 
If, for example, there are only two nodes in a device with one channel of interconnect 
between the two nodes, the behavior of the device can probably be described by a simple 
rule. If the number of nodes is increased but the interconnect remains the same such that 
only the two nriginal nodes are connected, then the behavioral description will still remain 
simple. Likewise, if the number of nodes remains at two but the number of channels 
between the two nodes is increased, the behavior will remain simple. The complexity of 
the behavior will substantially increase only with an increase in both the number of nodes 
and the number of interconnects. 
The environment is the medium with which a device interacts. There is often a 
correlation between complexity and the amount of influence that the device and its 
environment have over each other. If the environment can cause a large change without the 
device in turn causing a large change in its environment, then the behavior simple. 
However, if a large change in either causes a large change in the other with the resulting 
change creating further oscillations, then the device and environment are closely connected 
and the behavior will be complex. The amount of interaction between the device and its 
environment is related to the number of sensory and effector channels. 
An investigation in image recognition is an investigation into complex behavior. 
Essentially, the goal of image recognition is to map a given image that may contain 107 data 
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bits to a brief description that may contain as few as eight bits. This makes image 
recognition an ill-defined problem, since there is not a one-to-one mapping of a scene to a 
description of that scene. On a bright summer day a person may look outside a window 
and see a tree. Six months later the person can look out the same window at a snow­
covered scene, but the person will still identify the object as a rree. The difference between 
the two scenes is tremendous, yet the same description of the object is used. 
The person's behavior is not easily explained. Neurologists point out that the 
person has a nervous system consisting of many interconnected nodes. It is this nervous 
system that allows the person to sense, describe and relate the scenes. Yet the nervous 
system had to be conditioned to understand its sense·s. It is only through the previous and 
current interactions of the nervous system with its environment that it is allowed to describe 
and relate scenes. 
Attempts at building image recognition systems fall shon of their goals because the 
systems fail to be able to interact with their environment and learn from their interactions. 
The "Recognition Automata, Vision, Encoding Network" (RAVEN) was developed in the 
Advanced Digital Systems Lab (ADSL). In the development close attention was given to 
providing a means for the system to learn and interact with the environment. RA VEN is an 
image recognition system that uses learning automata to recognize images such as faces as 
well as to track objects. This approach to image recognition does not require a great 
computational power. The system is fast and can perform recognition in real time. In 
addition, the system can manipulate a camera platform. Together, these characteristics 
allow RA VEN to interact in real time with its environment. Learning automata, which 
differ from ordinary automata or state machines, can adapt to a specific task, as opposed to 
most state machines that have a fixed state structure as determined by the combinational 
logic. It is this adaptive property that allows RA VEN to train on different images. 
The goals of my thesis work were to demonstrate the feasibility of constructing a 
special purpose high speed image recognition system based on learning automata, and to
demonstrate the ability of the system to recognize faces and track objects. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
LEARNING AUTOMATA 
An automaton is a device that assumes different states. The electrical engineering 
concept of a combinational circuit which depends solely on inputs together with a 
sequential circuit which depends on inputs and internal states, is an automaton. Learning 
automata, as is the case with all automata, assume different states. However, learning 
automata have an additional learning input that allow them to associate a particular state 
with a panicular input or sequence of inputs. In addition, if an input is only slightly 
different from a learned input, the resulting state will also be only slightly different. This 
means that the traditional combinational and sequential circuits cannot be classified as  
learning automata because such circuits can not learn an input/output relationship but rather 
have a fixed input/output relation. A nervous system, however, is an example of learning 
automata because it can perform the learning function. A good example of learning 
automata is the commonly described associat ive memory, which can both learn an 
input/output relation and will attain a similar state when an input similar to a training input 
is presented. 
Aleksander and Hanna describe learning automata that consist of an input matrix, 
memory elements, and a decision circuit [11. There is a mapping from the input matrix to 
the memory elements. Figure 1 depicts a set of learning automata consisting of a 16 x 16
input matrix. There are 32 memory elements, each with eight address lines, a read/write 
line and data in and data out lines. Initially,,all of the memory e lements are cleared to zero. 
There is a one-to-one mapping of each input matrix element to an address line on the 
memory elements. This mapping is completely arbirrary, and, in fact, there should be no 
perceivable order to the mapping. Therefore, if we were to label all the input matrix 
elements from 1 to 256 and likewise label all the memory element address inputs from 1 to 
256, then list in order, input matrix elements on the left side and the memory element 
addresses they map into on the right side, the right side should be a random permutation of 
all the numbers from 1 to 256. The data outputs of all the memory elements go to a 
decision circuit. The memory elements either send out a zero or a one. Typically, the 
decision circuit is nothing more than a summation device. It produces a sum equal to the 
total number of memory elements that are sending·out a one. 
Input 
Matrix 
0 
l 
A2 
2 A3 
A6 
,1 WR 
• • • 
AO 
Al 
A3 32 4 
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Figure 1: Learning Automata 
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The group of learning automata is trained by presenting a set of patterns to the input 
matrix while activating the training input and placing a one on all data inputs. The training 
patterns are similar and recognized as belonging to a particular class. For example, if iris 
desired that the learning automata should recognize star-shaped patterns, then the training 
set contains nonidentical star-shaped patterns. However, the training set does not need to 
contain every possible star-shaped pattern. After training is completed and the training 
input is deactivated, any pattern may be applied to the input matrix. The decision circuit 
will count all the memory elements that are producing ones. If the pattern happens to be 
from the training set, then the decision circuit will output a maximum value equal to the 
number of memory elements. If the pattern is not from the training set, but is similar (a 
star), then most but not all of the memory elements will produce a one, and the decision 
circuit will output a value less than the maximum but still relatively high. If the pattern is 
not similar to any of the patterns in the training set, then very few of the memory elements 
will output a one and the decision circuit will output a very low value. Included in the 
decision circuit, there could be a threshold comparator that reports recognition if the value 
is above the threshold and reports nonrecogajtion if the value is below the threshold. 
2 .1. Learning Automata Example 
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Figures 2 through 6 show an example of how a set of lCaming automata is trained 
and then how it can recognize a new image. Each figure contains an image grid, which can 
be thought of as a camera input. The grid has 64 pixels which are either black or white, 
and each pixel contains a label consisting of a number and a letter. The letter designates t0 
w hich of the groups (a thorough h) the pixel belongs, while the number designates which 
bit. Each of the groups has its own table, which is equivalent to an array of 256 bits of 
memory. A black square in the array indicates that a bit is set. The table in the upper right 
corner of the figure contains the bits of each group as defined by the image in the image 
grid. 
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6e 6c 4e 3a 5d 
5b 7g 4d 3b Of 
5e Sc Sg 4c 3e 
5h Od If 6h Id 
4a 7c lh 2b Og 
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�
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Table for c 
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Table ford 
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ADDR=A8 
Table for h 
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Figure 2: First Training Image 
The set of automata is first trained by applying two training images. It should be 
noted that the two training images shown in Figures 2 and 3 are identical except that the 
second image is translated down by one row. For each training image, the corresponding 
bits in the tables are set. 
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Figure 3: Second Training Image 
Recognition takes place in a way similar to the training. The pixels of the image 
define address in each of the tables; however, the bit at the location is read out rather than 
set. For Figure 4, six of the tabl_es have Dom= 1, so the score for the image is 6. For 
Figure 5, a cross, the score is O and for Figure 6, an arrow, the score is 2. Based on the 
scores, Figure 4, the deformed star, is most similar to the trained images. 
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Figure 4: First Test Image 
... 
Dour= 1 
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RA VEN uses this exact scheme to distinguish between objects presented to
the input camera. The only difference is that the image grid for RA VEN is 256 x 256 
pixels. 
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Figure 5: Second Test Image 
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Figure 6: Third Test Image 
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CHAPTER 3. 
HARDWARE 
11 
Since one of the goals of the image recognition system was to track an object, the 
speed of the system was important. The entire learning automata algorithm can be 
implemented in a general purpose computer attached to a video frame grabber; however, 
this implementation would run approximately two hundred times slower than RA VEN. 
The special purpose hardware makes it possible to identify an image within one-thirtieth of 
a second. This is the same rate at which an interlaced video system updates a video frame. 
There are several functional blocks to the system. They are interconnected, as 
shown in Figure 7 ._ 
am era 
and om 
Address 
Terminal 
Interface 
&Main 
Controller 
Automata 
Set O 
Automata 
Set l 
Figure 7: System Block Diagram 
Aummata 
• • • Set 127 
( 1) The video camera produces a monochrome interlaced video signal as specified by
the Naridnal Television Systems Committee (NTSC).
(2) The Analog/Digital Converter convenS the analog video signal into a binary value.
The result is a binary image.
(3) The frame buffer is a memory array of 256 x 256 x 1 bit. It provides temporary
storage of the video frame.
(4) The sequencer provides several functions that are interrelated because of riming
constraints. The first function is to provide a video timing signal which is
synchronized to the video signal produced by the camera. A second function is to
provide the-x and y coordinates to the frame buffer when data are being read out of
the buffer. A third function is to provide signals for the clearing, reading, and 
writing of each automata. 
(5) The random address sequencer generates all the x and y coordinates of the frame
buffer in a random order. The random address sequencer is only used when data
are being written to the frame buffer.
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(.6) The terminal interface and main controller controls the keypad and liquid crystal
display as well as allowing external control via an RS232 serial communication
link. Software provides a menu driven interface to a1Iow a user to activate various
functions such as training on an image, recognizing an image, or clearing an
automata.
(7) There are several automata groups. RA VEN allows for as many as 128, but only 6
are currently installed. A group of automata is an array of two megabits of
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRA..\1). One group of automata implements
8192 memory tables.
3 .1. NTSC Composite Video 
The entire system is synchronized to the video signal coming from the camera. In 
order to achieve this synchronization, the sequencer generates its own NTSC composite 
video signal. In order to understand the operation of the system, the video signal must first 
be understood. 
The video camera uses interlaced scanning [2). This means that each video frame 
consists of two fields called the even and odd fields. First, a11 the lines belonging to the 
even field are scanned. Then, all the lines belonging to the odd field are scanned. The even 
and odd scanned lines are interlaced as shown in Figure 8. The video frame rate is 30 Hz, 
while the video field rate is 60 Hz. Each video field consists of 262.5 video lines. Not all 
of the lines contain image data. Typically, several of the lines near the top and bottern of 
the image are blank. 
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--------------------------- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________ ...,_______________________________ ._------------------------------------------------------------------
Solid Line = Odd Field Dashed Line = Even Field 
Figure 8: Interlaced Video 
The beginning of each video line is designated by the horizontal synchronizing 
pulses, as shown in Figure 9. Each video line lasts 63.5 µsec and is equated to H. All the 
times in the figure are in units ofH. 
0.075 H 
0.145 H 
Horizontal 
Sync Pulse 
Figure 9; Horizontal Synchronization Pulse 
The beginning of each video field is designated by a vertical synchronizing pulse. 
This pulse, labeled VSYNC in Figure 10, actually contains smaller pulses that are half as 
long as a normal horizontal synchronization pulse. ·Immediately before and after the 
vertical synchronizing pulses are the equalizing pulses. These smaller pulses are used by 
the circuitry of a video monitor to create the half lines necessary for interlaced scanning. 
Bottom of
14 
Top of Image
Equalizing Pulses 
Picture Oat;,
L_!L.Jl�rir-""1ura-liu,_m_guP_w_su,s--i.r-1r��ir,I� 
_., ... 41 ... .,.,___ 3 H--"'�i 
Figure 10: Vertical Synchronization Pulse 
3.2. RA VE�'s Main Board 
The main board encompasses the analog to digiral converter, the frame buffer, the 
sequencer and the random address sequencer. (See Figure 7.) These functional blocks aU 
operate during a video frame. This sub system operates in two phases. The first phase 
occurs during the odd video field and the second phase occurs during the even field. 
During the odd video field, the video signal is digitized to a gray scale of two (black 
or white). Each pixel is then written to a random location in the frame buffer. The random 
address sequencer controls the address lines of the frame buffer during this phase. 
During the even video field, eight bits are read out of the frame buffer in parallel. 
These eight bits are concatenated with the thirteen address bits that are generated by the 
sequencer. The resulting twenty-one-bit address drives the address lines of each group of 
amomara. 
Since the system only requires a binary image, the analog to digital convener is 
implemented using only an amplifier and a voltage comparator, as shown in Figure 11. 
The threshold of the comparator is adjusted using a potentiometer. (See parts U28.43 and 
Ul 7 .40 of the schematic located in Appendix E.) 
Video
In 
Video
Amplifier
Voltage
Comparator
Digital
Out 
Figure 11: Analog to Digital Converter 
The frame buffer is implemented using an 8 K x 8-bit static random access memory 
(SRAM). Since it is necessary to modify only one bit at a time when writing ro the SRAM, 
the eight bits are first read into a latch, a single bit is modified, and the eight bits lll'e written 
back into the memory. Figure 12 shows a block diagram of the frame buffer. (See parts 
U9.23, U30.25 and U28.34 of the schematic located in Appendix E.) 
xco ORDWATE 
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l 
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Figure 12: Frame Buffer 
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The sequencer is the most- complicated of the blocks. It must generate a composite 
video signal and at the same time synchronize the generated signal with an input video 
signal. The sequencer generates addresses for reading out eight bits of the-frame buffer in 
parallel. These same addresses become the thirteen most significant bits of the addresses 
for the automata. Even though these address bits are only required during the even field, 
the sequencer must still run during the odd field because the random address sequencer 
synchronizes itself to the main sequencer. The main sequencer consists of two specially 
designed counters, as shown in Figure 13. The counters are actually implemented in 
progra�able logic and include special logic to form the NTSC composite video signal. 
The first counter divides the 14.31818 :Ml-Iz clock by 910 to get the horizontal 
synchronizing rate. This rate is divided again by 262.5 to get the venical synchronizing 
rate. The counters are reset by external vertical an<i horizontal synchronizing pulses 
derived from the video input source by the sync separator. (See part U33.34 of the 
schematic in Appendix E.) In addition to generating the video signals, the sequencer also 
generates the Row Address Strobe (RAS) and Column Address Strobe (CAS). 
14.31818 MHz 
'"\., 
External 
Horizontal 
Syn,� 
RESET 
: 910 
Horz. Addr. 
Combinational
logic 
Ex.tern al 
Vertical 
Syn
, 
t 
RESET 
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lven. Addr, 
I Data HSYNC 
from 
RAS Frame 
CAS Buffer 
Figure 13: Sequencer 
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The sequencer serves one other purpose. On command to clear the automata, the 
sequencer will drive the automata address bus with every possible address to allow all the 
locations to be cleared. In the case of a clear, the 8 bits from the frame buffer are replaced 
by bits from the sequencer counters. 
The random address sequencer is a sequential state machine that will generate all 
65536 pixel addr e sses in the frame buffer, but in a random order. Two conditions for the 
State machine are that it must generate every number between 1 and 65536, and that it must 
only generate each number once before repeating the random sequence. The approach 
taken in the design is to start out with a list of all the numbers in order, and then to 
randomly select pairs of regions and swap them. The bounds of the two regions being 
swapped are determined by using a pseudorandom number generator. For example, the 
numbers 4 through 6 would get swapped with the numbers 17 through 21. By repeatedly 
swapping regions the resulting sequence is random. Figure 14 shows how this scheme 
works. 
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Originally the random address sequencer was to be implemented using a 
programmable read only memory (PROM) look-up table, but the access time of commonly 
available PRQ:,.,.,1 is too slow, so a scheme of implementing the sequencer in a state machine 
was devised. The srate machine is originally set up to be a normal binary counter. To 
implement the region swapping, flags are created at the beginning and end of each region 
which force the counter to start counting at a different number. The count continues until 
the end flag is encountered, which forces the count to continue at the previous number. 
Each flag is implemented using an AND gate. Since the sequencer is implemented in a 
5C090 Erasable Programmable Logic Device (EPLD), which has eight Sum Of Product 
(SOP) terms for each flip-flop, a maximum of seven flags can be implemented per bit. 
One product term is required to implement the binary counter itself. To increase the 
number ofregions in the swapping scheme, each flag is chosen so than no more than three 
bits are altered. The total number of flags that can be created with such a scheme is 
approximately 37. Since each pair of regions requires four fla&s, one flag each for the 
·beginning and end of each region, a total of nine region swaps can be made. The final
- implementation provides a sufficiently random sequence.
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The final function of the main board is to multiplex the high order and low order 
bits of the automata address. This is necessary because the DRAM devices which make up 
the automata require the address to be multiplexed. 
3, 3. Automata Boards 
The current configuration of RA VEN allows up to 32 groups of automata without 
hardware modification. The software allows up to 128 automata groups. Currently there 
are six groups installed in the system. Each group can store the data for one image and it 
occupies half of a board. One group consists of eight 256 K bit DRAM devices and a 
twelve bit binary counter. Each group contains 8192 tables and each table contains 256 
bits. A table is equivalent to a memory element or automaton, as shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 15 shows the block diagram of a set of automata. 
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Figure 15: · Automata 
The main board controls the automata by �ither perfonning a read, write, or clear. 
When a clear is performed, every element of the DRAM arrays are cleared. A clear requires 
four video fields to complete. When a write is performed, a one is written into each of the 
8192 tables. During a read every memory table is read. At the beginning of a read, the 
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counter is set to zero. Every time a one is read out, the counter is incremented. At the end 
of the read cycle the value in the counter is !arched. This value is the score. Both a read 
and a write require one video field and they can only occur during an even field. The score 
can be read at any time by the terminal interface when the tristate output of the latch is 
enabled. 
3. 4. Terminal Interface and Main Controller
The 'terminal interface and main controller provide a user interface and do analysis 
of the score. The heart of the interface is an 8751 microconrroller. The 8751 contains 
software that reads the scores of each of the automata. It also drives logic;:, which enables 
individ'ual automata for reading. The user issues commands by choosing options from 
menus that are displayed on a liquid crystal display (LCD). A configurable button is 
associated with each option. The menu options can also be selected by connecting the 
RS232 serial port up to a terminal. Figure 16 shows a block diagram of the terminal 
interlace. 
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Interface 
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Score 
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Circuit Board Enable Automata Set Enable Automata Set 
Enable Automata Set I 27 
Figure 16: Terminal Interface and Main Controller 
The enable lines are used to control which of the automata is being operated on. 
The possible operations are clear, train, or read. Train is used to write to the automata 
groups while a training sequence is presented to the camera. More than one group of 
automata may be enabled at a ti.me; however, if a read operation is executed the hardware 
guarantees that only one score will be read at a time. All of the enable lines are memory 
mapped l/0 for the 8751. The first 256 bytes of external memory are used. Each group 
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requires two bytes. Four additional locations are used to control the clearing training and 
global enabling of the automata groups. 
Characters and commands are also sent to the LCD through memory mapped 1/0. 
One location writes data to a latch while another location is used to pulse the data into the 
LCD. The LCD requires two additional control lines which control the modes of the LCD. 
These two lines are controlled by the two most significant bits of port one. 
The membrane keypad shown in Figure 16 does not use memory mapped I/0. 
Instead, the keypad is read by polling port one on the 8751. Each key is connected to one 
of the six least significant bits of the port. 
The 8751 has serial communication facilities built into it. These facilities are used 
for RS232 communication. 
CHAPTER 4. 
SOFTWARE 
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The software is required to provide an interface with the user. The software 
essentially replaces a set of switches that controls the system's mode such as training, 
clearing. or recognizing. In addition, the software does simple comparisons of the scores. 
All interactions of a user with the software are through menu options that are displayed 
either on a terminal screen or on the LCD display and are chosen through the corresponding 
keyboard or keypad. There are a few options that can only be performed on a terminal. 
All the software is written in 8751 assembly language and is contained on the 
internal Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM). There are three major 
sections m the sofnvare: first, the initialization section, second, the monitor and utilities 
sections, and third, the menu driven program. 
4 .1. Initialization Routines 
There are three sections to the initialization. First the serial port is initialized for 
communication at 2400 baud with one stan bit, eight data bits, one stop bit, and no parity 
bit. The second section initializes variables to default values as well as disables all 
automata to prevent them from being trained on or cleared. The third section initializes the 
display. The display is cleared, turned on and sent the message "HELLO FROM RAVEN 
I." This message will be displayed momentarily before the menu driven program is 
entered. Figure 17 shows the flow of the initialization: 
initializeO 
initialize_serial_pon(baud=-2400); 
initialize_ variables(); 
initialize_ display(); 
display("HELLO FROM RA VEN!''); 
Figure 17: Initialization Routine 
4. 2. Menu Driven Routine
In order to simplify the use of the system, a menu driven program was developed. 
When the system is powered up the main menu is displayed on the LCD. The main menu 
-- --- ---- -----
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consists of five options, designated by the key words LRN, SUM, FACE, WIN, and 
CIR. Every option is associated with a key located immediately below it. If one of these 
keys is pressed, then a sub menu associated with that option will be displayed. Each 
option in the sub menu may either perform a specific task or lead to another sub menu. 
Figure 18 shows the menu tree. 
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4.2.1. Learn sub menu 
The first key word on the main menu is LRN,which stands for "learn." Selecting 
LRN will bring up a new menu. Again there are five options. 
The first option, REPT, which stands for repeat, is used to cause any of the enabled 
faces to be trained (see Section 4.2.3.) on f01: a specified number of video frames. The 
REPT option has a sub menu. The number of frames is specified in the first field and can 
be changed by either pressing the INC or DEC key to increment or decrement the value. 
The value is in hexadecimal and is preceded by an "R.'' To cause the training sequence to 
commence, the GO key is pressed. To exit the menu without training on a face the EXIT
key is pressed. The training sequence can be prematurely terminated after GO is pressed 
by pressing the STOP key that appears on the- GO sub menu. 
The second opt ion, TRSH, which stands for "threshold" is used to cause any of the 
enabled faces to be trained until the score is greater than a threshold. TRSH has a sub 
menu that is similar to the REPT sub menu. The threshold's value is displayed in the first 
field and can be changed by the INC and DEC keys. The value is in hexadecimal and is 
preceded by a "T." Training commences by pressing GO, or the menu can be exited by 
pressing EXIT. It is noted that the threshold command may not be very useful since the 
score of a face immediately after training will always be close to the maximum value. 
The third option, STRT, which stands for "stan" is used to cause the enabled faces 
to be trained on. The only sub menu option is STOP which causes the training sequence tO 
terminate. This function is very useful and easy to use since it allows the user to train on 
an image for an arbitrary amount of time. 
The fourth option, ONCE, causes the enabled faces to be trained for only one video 
frame, and the fifih option, EXIT, returns to the main menu. 
4.2.2. Summary sub menu 
The second key word on the main menu, SUM, stands for "summary." This 
option will display the current score for any of the faces. The first field of the sub menu 
displays the face number, and the fourth field displays the value of that face's score. Both 
values are in hexadecimal. The face number is preceded by "F#" and the score is preceded 
by an "S." The INC and DEC keys increment or decrement the face number, and the EXIT
key returns to the main menu. 
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4.2.3. Face sub menu 
The third key word on the main menu, FACE, is used to enable or disable a face. 
When a face is enabled, the automata associated with that face can be vvritten too. In other 
words, enabling a face allows the face to be trained on or cleared. The first field of the face 
sub menu displays the face number, and the/NC and DEC keys can be used to change the 
number just as in the summary sub menu. The fourth field displays the status ·of the face. 
If the field displays OFF, then the face is not enabled. It is enabled when the field displays 
ON. The face can be toggled between enabled or disabled by pressing the fourth key, 
associated with the on/off status. EXIT returns to the main menu. Typically only one face 
is enabled at any given time; however, more than one face can be enabled if desired. 
4-.2.4. Winner sub menu 
The fourth key word on the main menu, WIN, stands for "winner" and causes all 
of the scores to be compared. The face number of the highest score is displayed in the firsr 
field of the sub menu. The score corresponding with the face is displayed in the second 
field. The third field contains the percent difference from second highest score. All values 
are in hexadecimal. The founh field contains the face numbe;r of the second highest score. 
The EXIT key returns to the main menu. The winner can be re-evaluated by pressing the 
second key, which corresponds to the score field. 
4.2.5. Clear sub menu 
The fifth key word on the main menu, CLR, stands for "clear". The CLR sub 
menu has three options. The first option CIR causes only the enabled faces to be cleared. 
The second option, AU, causes all of the faces whether they are enabled or not to be 
cleared. The last option, EXIT, returns to the main menu. 
4.2.6. Hidden options 
There are some options that are not displayed on the LCD and that are only 
accessible when used with a terminal connected to ·the serial pon. The conunand to cause 
the system to go into the tracking algorithm is one. In order for the system tci track, it must 
be attached to the moving platfonn. The cracking algorithm is entered by simply typing "T' 
from the tenninal. Chapter 6 gives a more detailed discussion of the tracking algotithm. 
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The second command that can only be executed from a temrinal is the demonstration. The 
software includes a demonstration routine, which is entered by typin& "D'' while in the 
main menu. 
4. 3. Demonstration
The demonstration routine is an interactive program that can be used to demonstrate 
the system's ability to recognize and distinguish faces. The routine is designed to always 
remember the first person it trains on and then to remember the last three people. The 
· system first trains face O on the background. During this rime no faces must be presented
to the system. The system is done learning the background when the message "DONE
TRAINING ON BACKGROUND" is displayed. Next, the system waits until it detects
something other than the background in front of the camera. It does this by noticing when
the score for face O falls below a threshold. When a nonbackground Uilage is detected it
assumes that it is a face and prints the message "I DO NOT RECOONIZE YOU. PLEASE
LOOK AT TilE CAMERA SO TiiAT I CA!'! LEARN YOUR FACE." The image will be
trained into face I. When the training is complete, the system will print the message
"PLEASE ENTER YOUR FIRST NAI,IE UP TO 7 CHARACTERS." The person's name
is entered and associated with face 1. The system responds with "I WILL TRY TO
REMEMBER THAT." The system now waits for the background to be recognized. This
is how the system can detect if the person has left . When the system detects the
background1 it responds by printing the message ''GOOD BYE." Another person or the
same person may now be presented to the system. Since the background will no longer be
detected, it will see if the person matches a face that has already been trained. If it finds a
match the message "HELLO <name>" will be displayed, where <name> is the name
associated with the face that the person's image matches. If a match is not found the
system responds with "I DO NOT RECOGNIZE YOU," and the system trains the next
available face on the person. If all available faces have been used, the system clears out the
oldest face and reuses it. Figure 19 shows the algorithm Used for the demonstration.
Demonstration() 
Clear_all_faces(); 
face=O; 
print("TRAINING ON BACKGROUND"); 
enable_face(O); 
train() /* Train on the background * I
clisable_face(O); 
print("DOl\'E TRAINING ON BACKGROUND"); 
face=l; 
dowhile (score(O) > threshold) wait(); /* wait until face is detected*/ 
match=winner(); /* Determine a match */ 
if (score(match) < threshold) /* Is Match reasonable?*/ 
print("! DO NOT RECOGNIZE YOU"); 
print("PLEASELOOK AT THE CAMERA SO THAT I CAN LEARN 
YOUR FACE"); 
enable_face(face ); 
mrin(); 
disable_face(face ); 
print("PLEASE ENTER YOUR FIRST NAME UP TO 7 
CHARACTERS"); 
name[face] = input(); 
print("IWILL TRY TO REMEMBER THAT''); 
face++; 
if (face== 5) face= 2; /* Reuse old faces*/ 
else print("HELLO 9'os",name[matchJ; 
while(score(O) < threshold) wait(); /* Wait in loop until background is 
detected*/ 
print("GOOD BYE"); 
Figure 19: Demonstration Algorithm 
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CHAPTER 5. 
IMAGE RECOGNITION 
The traditional approach to image recognition has been hierarchical feature 
extraction. Generally this method first partitions an image into different regions, where 
each region of the image is characterized by an attribute. Attributes include color, texrure, 
intensity, shape and orientation. These characteristics are then combined at a higher level to 
create a description of the scene. The highest level of description is usually a very simple 
statement such as "This is John." There are problems associated with the feature extraction 
approach. 
First, the extraction of the attributes is computationally expensive. Typically the 
image is passed to a system that extracts edges within the image, then other systems 
determine the texture and shape of regions. The attributes are passed to another processor 
that contains a data base to relate the attributes. Overall, several processors are involved if 
any reasonable speed is to be achieved. 
Second, the requirement of a predefined data base becomes a problem, because the 
parameters of the data base must be defined. There is no automatic way to determine the 
parameters. They may be determined by observing the behavior of biological vision 
systems, but ultimately the behavior will be described in terms of a human social language 
and not in terms of the neural "language" that is being used by the biological system. 
Third, the speed limitations introduce another difficulty. It is apparent from 
observations of biological systems that the development of vision is interrelated with the 
ability of the system to interact with the environment. For example, if a child sees a new 
object of interest, the child will pick up the object, or look at it from many different angles. 
This interaction requires a high processing speed. 
The RA VEN system addresses all of these problems by using learning aummata. 
Since learning automata work basically by creating large memory rruth tables, the amount 
of computations required is very small. Basic operations only require performing a 
memory access. Since the basic operations are-only limited by the access speed of the 
memory, the system is very fast. Operations such as score accurhulating can be done in 
parallel, further speeding up the recognition. RA VEN's dedicated hardware boosts the 
system's speed even more. Finally, the learning characteristic of learning amomata allows 
the system to develop its own parameters, freeing the system from relying on large data 
bases. 
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S .1. Complexity 
The RA VEN system can be analyzed from the perspective of complexity. RA VEN 
contains three types of nodes. These are the sensor nodes, effector nodes and the 
autorriat0n nodes. In this model each pixel is considered a sensor node and each memory 
element is considered an automaron node (see Figure 1). The effector nod.es are those that 
move the camera platform. The sensory nodes and the effector nodes allow RA VEN to 
interact with the environment. There is a large amount of interconnect between each 
sensory node and each automaton node, and there is further interconnect between the 
automaton nodes. 
RAVEN's large number of nodes, in excess of 100,000, and great amounts of 
interconnect, point to the complexity of RA VEN. The greatest interconnect is between the 
sensory nodes and the automaton nodes. There is additional interconnect between 
automaton nodes, producing a highly interconnected system. � VEN's sensory nodes 
provide many channels for the system to be affected by the environment. Imaging is one of 
the simplest ways to directly produce a large number of sensory nodes. It is perhaps for 
this reason that studies in image recognition will lead to a better understanding of 
complexity and intelligence. The other side of the environmental factor is the ability of the 
device to manipulate its environment. In this respect RA VEN can control the movement of 
the camera platform. 
Image recognition is an ill-defined problem, and for this very reason it is an area in 
which the studies of complexity should be applied. For example, the RA VEN system 
contains a binary image of 256 x 256, which represents a total of 1Q19728 combinations. 
Clearly, it is impossible to itemize all of these possible images. An image recognition 
system must reduce all these combinations to at most a few thousand descriptions. 
5. 2. Face Recognition
RAVEN has been tested many times, mostly by demonstrating its ability to 
distinguish faces. Traditional approaches to face recognition analyze the image in terms of 
a primal sketch, which is similar to a stick figure drawing. All the traits of the primal 
sketch, such as line length, orientation and relative distances, are catalogued in a data base. 
When a face is to be recognized, a new primal sketch is created and its traits are compared 
with those catalogued in the data base. The RA VEN system does nothing lik'e this. 
Instead, it directly uses learning automata as described in Chapter 2. The results have been 
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good. Typically the system can distinguish up to 5 people with a small amount of error. In 
face recognition tasks, the following observations have been made. 
5.2.1. Sensitivity to training 
The system is sensitive to how well and uniform the images are trained. Ideally 
each face must be trained with an equal number of training images, and each training set 
must have a uniform variation. In RA VEN's configuration, it is difficult to control these 
parameters because typically the face is learned by having a person stand in front of the 
camera and havin g the person move his head within the field of view. Often the person 
moves too much or too little. 
5.2.2. Sensitivity to lighting 
The system is sensitive to lighting conditions. This is obvious since the lighting 
conditions define the shadows of the face. It is the shadows which define a particular 
face's characteristics. To reduce the problems due to a change in lighting conditions, a 
lamp was fixed to the system to provide uniform lighting for all subjects. 
5.2.3. Sensitivity to sca1e 
The system is sensitive to scale. If a face is trained at one scale and then 
recognition is attempted at another scale, the recognition will fail. Although no provisions 
are made to correct for changes in scale, it could be done by providing a preprocessing 
module to scale the image. A zoom lens may be the simplest approach. 
5.2.4. Sensitivity to translation 
The system is also sensitive to large translation. If a face is trained in one region of 
the image, and then recognition is attempted when the face is in another region of the 
image, the recognition will fail. However, because the training ·sequence contains small 
variations in translation, the recognition will be successful for similarly small rranslations. 
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5 . .3. Image Recognition Tests and Results 
In order to provide some quantitative results, an experiment was performed 
involving the five images shown in Figure 20. RA VEN was trained with each of the 
images in turn. Each image is of equal size and is contained within 75% of the vertical field 
of view of the camera. 
Star Pentagon 
• • 
Cross Face Without Glasses 
Face With Glisses 
Figure 20: Five Test Images 
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After training, the images were again presented in turn to the system. The scores
for each set of automata were recorded and are shown in Figure 21 along with the percent 
difference for the winner. The winner's score is highlighted. 
IMAQE % STAR fENI.:';GQN !:RQSS EA!:E GLASSES 
STAR 17.4 8095 6685 6493 5963 5906 
PENTAGON 3.8 7497 8091 7786 6406 6522 
CROSS 3.1 7596 7841 8092 6811 6851 
FACE 1.5 6279 5519 5850 8094 7976 
GLASSES 0.3 6400 6266 6514 8066 8093 
Figure 21: Scores for Test Images 
For all of the test images, RA VEN correctly identified them, however the 
confidence varied. The confidence is represented by the percent difference and is calculated 
by dividing the difference between the winner's score and the second place score by the 
winner's score. For example, for the star the value is 
(8095-6685)/8095x!OO% = 17.4% 
The star has the highest confidence. The pentagon and cross show similar confidence 
levels, but are still high enough to distinguish the t\Vo. It is expected that the confidence 
levels for the two faces should be low, since there is only a minor difference between the 
two images. Note that if the percent difference is computed with the third place winner, the 
confidence jumps to 20%. This can be interpreted as "The last two images are similar, but 
they are very different from any of the other images." This is also how humans might 
perceive the images. 
The confidence is a measure of the similarity between images. This is a 
characteristic of RA VEN, which is not designed to produce an absolute decision of 
recognition of an image, but rather an indication of the similarity or dissimilarity between 
them. 
All of the scores for the images are above 5900. The reason the minimum score is 
this high is because lar.ge ponions of the images are similar. In particular, the background
conuibutes a great deal to the inflated minimum score. If the size of the images were 
increased to occupy a greater portion of the field of view, the minimum score would 
decrease and the confidence levels would increase. 
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5 .4. Concluding Remarks on Image Recognition 
The RA VEN system has demonstrated that learning automata is a reasonable 
approach to image recognition. The dedicated hardware is quick to recognize images. This 
makes it an excellent system for recognizing dynamic scenes, and ultimately for a 
completely autonomous machine that must interact with its environment. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
IMAGE TRACKING 
In the world today, there are many natural and artificial tracking systems. These 
include devices such as radio transmitters attached to animals or heat-seeking missile 
systems. The goal of a vision-based tracking system is to use the natural light reflected by 
the object to follow the object. When combined with a full vision system, the tracking 
system must keep the object in the field of view of the imaging device so that funher 
processing will build a description of the object by combining tracking data and imaging 
data. The data may be in the form of flow vectors. Also, the tracking processor should be 
able to predict the future behavior of the system, for example, the future position of the 
object based on its current velocity and position. 
The analysis of a dynamic image is needed for both stationary and mobile systems. 
To navigate down a highway, a robot must track the sides of the highway to stay in the 
center of the road. LikeY.·ise, a stationary camera viewing a robot arm must track the 
rnovmg arm. 
Because tracking is such a fundamental process for biological systems, there is 
strong motivation to develop a tracking system. A hawk must track the movement of a 
rabbit on the ground, or it will starve. Likewise, the rabbit tracks the hawk above it to 
avoid becoming dinner. A look at the behavior of biological vision systems will shed some 
light on a method for creating a mechanical tracking system. Leaming automata can be 
shown to imitate the behavior of biological vision systems. In such systems motion 
perception may be more fundamental than the perception of static scenes. Understanding a 
tracking system may provide clues for developing a vision system with a higher level of 
perception. 
6.1. Feedback through the World 
There is strong motivation to create a real time tracking system. Any tracking 
system can be simulated on a frame by frame basis in which a sequence of picrures are 
taken at video frame rate and then played back at a rate that the tracking system can handle. 
Such a simulation only approximates the real world problem of object tracking. Instead of 
slowing the world down it is more valuable to speed up the process. 
A real time tracking system can include the object more as a feedback path than as 
an input to an open loop system. In fact, it is likely that our own nervous system does not 
stop at the end of our sensors but rather it includes the environment in which we exist [3]. 
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One of the best examples of a tracking system in the signal processing field is the 
phase locked loop (PLL). The PLL accurately tracks any sinusoidal signal that is applied to 
the system. A PLL consists of two blocks, the phase comparator and the voltage controlled 
oscillator. The phase comparator compares the applied sinusoid with the sinusoid 
generated by the voltage controlled oscillator and produces an error voltage that is 
proportional to the difference in the phase of the two signals. This error voltage is fed into 
the controlling voltage input of the voltage controlled oscillator. When the nvo signals are 
in phase, the error voltage will maintain a produced sinusoid identical to the applied 
sinusoid. If the applied sinusoid changes in frequency or phase, the error voltage will 
change to force the produced sinusoid to be identical to the applied sinusoid. 
In contrast, a similar open loop frequency tracking system involves two blocks. 
The first block is a frequency to voltage convener, and the second block is a voltage 
controlled oscillator. The frequency to voltage converter produces a voltage proportional to 
the frequency. This voltage is fed into the controlling input of the voltage controlled 
oscillator. The oscillator produces a sinusoid-with a frequency similar to the applied 
sinusoid, but it is impossible to guarantee thatthe two signals are in phase and nearly 
impossible to guarantee that the two signals are exactly of the same frequency. 
The PLL turns out superior performance because the reproduced sinusoid is fed 
back to be compared with the applied signal. A real time object tracking system should 
incorporate a method of feeding back its results as well. Figure 22 shows an analogy 
between an object tracking system and a PLL. 
Frequency to Controlling 
Voltage 
voltage controlled voltage convener oscillator 
Open loop frequency synthesis 
Direction. Update Object detector & speed position 
Open loop position synthesis 
Phase Phase error Voltage 
voltage controlled comparator oscillator • 
Phase locked loop 
Object detector & Distance Update '--
position comparator error postion 
• 
Position locked loop 
Figure 22: Analogy of a PLL to an Object Tracking System 
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The comparato r is essential to the PLL. To cdmpare two entities, each must be in 
the same form. In the PLL the applied entity is a sinusoid; therefore, the entity to be fed 
back for comparison must also be a sinusoid. Every sinusoid can be characterized by 
several parameters including amplitude, frequency, and phase. It is obvious that amplitude 
would be of little help in a tracking system. Two very different sinusoids can have the 
same amplitude. The frequency and phase are more meaningful. Identical sinusoids 
should have the same frequency, so why isn't frequency the reference? If we continuous ly 
compare the phases of two sinusoids of unequal frequency, the difference in the phases 
will continuously change. Since for sinusoids of upequal frequency the error voltage 
produced will constantly be changing, it is only necessary to compare phases. This causes 
the produced sinusoid to sweep through all frequencies and eventually lock onto the applied 
sinusoid. 
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In an object tracking system the applied entity is an image. At first glance-it seems 
that an image should be fed back in a visual locked loop. However, a distinction must be 
recognized; the tracking system is interested in an object within the image and not in the 
image as a whole. As in the sinusoid system, the object can be characterized. The 
approaches to object tracking mentioned previously produce a vector giving direction and 
. speed, but more fundamentally the approaches recognize that the object changes its 
position. This observation is important To create a tracking system that behavc:;s like a 
PLL, the system must compare position. Position is analogous to phase as the phase 
represents rhe, position of the sinusoid within one period. The block in an object tracking
system that corresponds to the phase comparator will be called the position comparator. 
The second block of the PLL is the voltage controlled oscillator. This block takes 
an error signal and converts it to a form to be fed back to the phase comparator. A similar 
block for an object tracking system produces a position based on the error difference 
produced by the position comparator. This block will be called the positioner. 
The object tracking system still must identify the object. To satisfy this dilemma, a 
block, called the object detector, must be added. Returning to the PLL example, the object 
detector is analogous to a filter that removes unwanted frequency components before the 
applied signal is fed into the phase comparator. The object detector removes unwanted 
clutter in an image to isolate the object being cracked. 
The simplest of the blocks of the object locked loop tracking system is the 
positioner, which is a window that can be moved around in the image plane. All pixels 
within the window are passed on to the object detector. All pixels outside the window are 
ignored. Another option would allow camera angle adjustment by mounting the camera on 
a motorized platform. For greater flexibility, the two could be combined. Another way to 
increase versatility is to give the window the ability to scale and rotate the image. 
The more difficult functional blocks to make are the object detector and position 
comparator. The object detector must identify the object and the position comparator must 
produce an error level indicating the object's distance from the center of the window. 
Assuming that the cracking system is dealing only with translated images, the position error 
consists of two components, the error with respect to the x direction and the error with 
respect to the y direction. If scale and rotation are included, there must also be an error 
value associated with each of them as well. 
6, 2. Tracking Using Learning Automata 
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Learning automata can be used to provide the position error. Automata can be 
trained to respond only when an object is within a certain region of the screen. The 
automata can also provide a confidence value indicating how certain the learning automata 
is of the object's position. If the object is completely absent from the window, the 
confidence level at all positions will be low. 
To provide position information, several of the learning automata units will be 
trained. Each set of learning automata will be dedicated to finding the object within a 
panicular region of the input marrix. Essentially, this means that each set will detect the 
object within a partial field of view of the camera. 
A block diagram of the modified system is shown in Figure 23. The major 
difference in the modified system from the original system is that the terminal interface can 
control the motion of the camera. This is accomplished by using several of the unused 
automata enable lines to control rwo motors on the camera platform. Each motor requires 
dir�ction and on/off control. 
Random Automata Automata Automata Automata 
Mapper Set O Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 
� 
' • • • • / I Video I 
C: camera T Digitizer & ::1 bits • 
,/ 
� 
� I" 
1, � / 
� 
mount 
' , 
Frame Store ' 
RJW 
Sequence 
Control 
frame svnc 
Control & Terminal Interface motion control 
Figure 23: Modified System Block Diagram 
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•
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6. 3. Tracking Algorithms
Three tracking algorithms were tried. In each, a human face was used as the object 
to track. The object to camera distance varied from 70 to 110 cm. For the lens used this 
depth range correspond to about 50% of the pixels for the object and 50% of the pixels for 
background. The background was cluttered. No special arrangement was made to provide 
a uniform backdrop. 
The 8751 software contains several functions. The ones used to implement the 
tracking algorithm are listed below. 
Automata enable: enables a set of automata to be operated on. 
Clear automata: clears out all enabled automata. 
Train; causes a set of automata to be trained with the image presented to 
the camera until the command to stop training is given. 
Detrain: causes a set of automata to reverse the rraining process. This 
may allow the background to be subtracted out of a training 
sequence. 
Move camera: 
Winner: 
Get 1/0: 
move the camera up, down, left, or right. 
determines which of the automata has the highest number of 
ones being read out of the memory elements during a single 
frame. 
checks m see if a character has been received from the terminal 
and returns the value of the character. 
6.3.1. Five region algorithm 
The first algorithm divides the field of view into five regions, as shown in- the 
Figure 24. The face was trained for.five seconds (150 images) in each of the 1"egions. To 
provide variation in the training images, the face was moved within each region. After the 
training session the following tracking algorithm was used: 
Train automata 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the object in corresponding regions. 
while (stop!="s") 
6.3.2. 
stop = get_IO() /*check to see if an "S" has been entered*/ 
region= winner(); 
if Cregion==O); 
/* returns the region the object is probably in */ 
/*ifin region O do nothing*/ 
if (region==l) move(right); /* if in region 1 move camera right*/ 
if'(region==2) move(down); /* if in region 2 move camera down */ 
if (region==3) move(left); 
if (region==4) move(up); 
l 
/* if in region 3 move camera left *-/ 
/* if in region 4 move camera up */ 
2 
0 3 
4 
Figure 24: Field of View for Five Region Algorithm 
Five region algorithm with subtracted background 
The second algorithm is a variation of the first algorithm. After training the five 
automata, the detrain function is used to subtract out the background from the images. 
Train automata 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the object in corres ponding regions.t 
Detrain the background from automata 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
while (stop!="s") 
stop= get_IO() /*check to see if an "S" has been entered*/ 
region = winner(); 
if (region--0); 
!* returns the region the object is in*/ 
/*ifin region O do nothing*/ 
if (region==l) move(right); /* if in region 1 move camera right*/ 
if (region==2) move(down); /* if in regioTl 2 move camera down*/ 
if (region==3) move(left): /* if in region 3 move camera left*/ 
if (region==4) move(up); /* if in region 4 move camera up*/ 
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6.3.3. Three region algorithm 
The third tracking algorithm reduced the degrees of freedom to just one. The field 
of view was divided into three regions, as in Figure 25. As in the first algorithm, automata 
were trained corresponding to the face being in the three regions. The algorithm is as 
follows: 
Train automata 0, 1, and 3 with the object in the corresponding regions. 
while (stop!="s") 
stop= get_IO(); /*check to see if an "S" has been entered */ 
region = winner(); 
if (region==O); 
/* returns the region the object is in */ 
/*if in region O do nothing "'I 
if (region==l) move(right); /*' if in region 1 move camera right*/ 
if (region==3) move(left): /* if in region 3 move camera left*/ 
1 0 3 
Figure 25: Field of View for Three Region Algorithm 
The actual algorithms are implemented in 8751 assembly language. The listing of 
the tracking algorithms is in Appendix C. 
6. 4. Results of the Tracking Algorithms
The experiment does not lend itself to quantitative results. However, observations 
of the system's behavior do give qualitative results. The behavior of the system can be 
divided into the following categories: 
Track: When the system behaves as predicted. The camera follows the object. 
Oscillation: Vv'hen the system keeps the object in the field of view but the camera 
constantly reverses directions, even if the object is still. 
False target tracking: When the system tracks an object other than the desired 
object. 
Unstable: When the system behaves in an unpredictable manner. The camera 
moves constantly in arbitrary directions. 
6.4.1. Results of five region algorithm 
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The first algorithm with two degrees of freedom in camera motion gave relatively 
poor results. Initially, when a face was presented, the system was stable. If the face 
remained still, the system would remain still, but the system would only track the face a 
few degrees. If the face move more than 1 or 2 degrees, then the system would become 
unstable. A reason for the relatively poor result is that the system had to choose among the 
five regions. For a learning automata, as the number of objects in its repertoire increases, 
confidence in identification correspondingly decreases. The result is that there is a greater 
probability that the winner routine will return an incorrect result. Another reason is that the 
vertical motion of the camera was too fast The system only has on/off control of the 
motors. Thus, if the motion of the camera is too fast a command to move may put the 
object completely out of the field of view. In the case of the first algorithm, the vertical 
motion was too large to effectively track any venical motion in the object. 
6.4.2. Results of five region algorithm with subtracted background 
The second algorithm was even less stable than the first algorithm. In the second 
algorithm an anempt is made to eliminate the possibility of the background having too great 
of an effect on determining the winner. When an object is trained, the automata makes no 
distinction between what is the background and the object. As long as the object takes up a 
major portion of the field of view, the object will be correctly identified in the recognition 
phase. Effects due to the background in the training phase can be reduced by removing or 
detraining the background from the automata. Toe·procedure is to show an image of the 
background without the object after the object has been trained, and then detrain on the 
background by writing zeros into the automata rather than ones. Some of the object will 
also be detrained at the same time. In the case of this algorithm, too much of the object 
was detrained so that the winner routine could not distinguish between which region the 
object is in. 
6.4.3. Results of three region algorithm 
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The third algorithm produced the best results. In it, all motion was limited to 
horizontal. Also there are only three regions for the winner routine to chobse from. The 
system seldom became unstable. The system occasionally would go into oscillation, 
particularly when it was near a false target, which was usually an object in the background 
that was about the same size of a face. Of course, when the face moved faster than the 
system could track, and the object was entirely out of sight, the system would lock onto a 
false target. The system seemed to have little problem tracking a face moving at ten degrees 
per second. 
6.4.4. General results 
It should be noted that the distance of the face to the camera was maintained 
between 70 to 110 cm. For a greater distance the face would become too small relative to 
the scale of the objects in the background. If the background is well conditioned, such that 
it is constant and has no structure, better results could be expected. However, imposing 
restrictions on the background make the system less robust. To maintain the robustness 
but increase performance, several improvements can be made, as mentioned below. 
Increase the control over the motion. Although a simple on/off control is sufficient 
to demonstrate the feasibility of a learning automata tracking system, control over the motor 
speed, and acceleration would improve the system performance. Such control would 
reduce problems such as the overshooting observed in the five region algorithm. 
Provide a windowing mechanism, which would allow sets of automata m be trained 
on the specific region of the the field of view that contains the face. In this way, much of 
the background is eliminated in the training images by controlling the size of the window. 
Also, a window can be moved with smoother morion than a camera. 
Provide multilayer learning automata. The first layer of learning automata would 
distinguish local features, and each additional layer would detect a higher level of features. 
The multilayer learning automata system maintains the self�organizing characteristics of 
learning automata, but gains the advantages of hierarchical systems. 
Add recognition of edges m that of regions. Edges are less sensitive to lighting 
changes. In the case of this experimental system, a light was mounted on the camera to 
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maintain relatively constant lighting on the face being tracked. The three region algorithm 
performed well, even without the light, as ldng as shadows were not sharp. The blinds on 
windows within the room were closed to prevent the bright sunlight from creating strong 
shadows. 
To increase the gray level or resolution of the input image is equivalent to increasing 
the data, which generally increases processing time. However, in the RA VEN system, 
more data generally have little effect on the processing time, since so much data are 
processed in parallel. Rather, memory requirements increase. 
6.5. Concluding Remarks on Image Tracking 
Learning automata do provide a reasonable approach to real time image tracking, as 
the experimental RA VEN system demonstrated. Many of the problems encountered in 
tracking were due to limitations of the mechanical platform or of the image resolution and 
not necessarily learning automata, Faster decision making is the main advantage of 
learning automata over other more computationally extensive techniques. If all the 
improvements discussed were implemented, a robust object tracking system could be 
produced using learning automata. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 
RA VEN has shown that a learning automata based system does provide a way of 
doing real time image recognition. A more robust system can be realized by developing the 
concepts demonstrated by RA VEN. Further investigation can be done in image tracking 
and image recognition. 
7 .1. Image Tracking 
Real time image tracking is a task that is particularly well suited for systems such as 
RA VE�, because of their speed at recognizing an image. The RA VEN system could be 
directly modified by replacing the cu..TTent camera platform and camera with a lightweight 
charge coupled device camera and a much smaller platform. The smaller camera and 
platform would be more responsive and easier to control than the current configuration. 
The smaller lag time should help to reduce the oscillations that were observed in the 
RA VEN's current tracking system. 
7. 2. Computer Simulation of Learning Automata
Further investigation could be done strictly with the learning automata. Although 
the emphasis in this thesis was to produce an image recognition system in real time, much 
experimenting could be done at a slower rate by simulating the system in software on a 
computer. Some parameters such as resolution and size of automata could be changed to 
determine optimal values for a particular configuration. It is not easy to change parameters 
in RA VEN because the system used dedicated hatdware. A description of the hardware 
that can be used to grab an image for analyses by an IBM personal computer based system 
is included in Appendix B. 
7. 3. Feedback in Learning Automata
A primary area of experimentation is in the use of feedback. Feedback is 
implemented by mapping outputs from the automata back to the input matrix. The automata 
settle into a particular state only after several iterations have taken place. In some cases the 
automata may never settle into a single state but will oscillate between two or more states. 
Figure 26 shows how the learning automata are modified to include feedback. The input 
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matrix is modified to include a feedback window. Some of the individual automata are 
modified so that they contain an extra bit which stores the value of a pixel. The, state of the 
extra bit is gated by the output of the automaton and then mapped to a pixel within the 
feedback window. 
Feedback 
Projected 
onto Input 
Matrix 
Input 
Matrix 
Feedback 
Switch 
Feedback 
Memory Element 
or Automaton 
DECISION 
CIRCUIT 
Modified 
: Memory Elements 
Figure 26: Learning Automata with Feedback 
When an image corresponding to the rrained image is presented to the feedback 
system for recognition, the image causes a particular automaton to fire. Some of the 
automata will contribute to the formation of an image in the feedback window. As the 
feedback image is resolved, more and more automatons will fire, and the confidence of 
recognition will increase. 
If during the training session, some of the feedback lines were replaced by signals 
coming from another input matrix called the associative matrix, associative memory is 
created. During recognition, the feedback lines are restored. Recognizing the input image 
will cause the associated image to resolve in the fe6dback path and show up-in the feedback 
window. 
Association can also occur in time. Suppose that three images should be associated 
with each other. During a training session all three images are presented in rum to the input 
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matrix. Each image is gradually faded in, while the previous picrure is faded out. Then 
during recognition any one of the images is presented to the input ma!:rix. The feedback 
path will force the next image to be resolved, which will force the last image to be resolved, 
which wiU in turn force the original image to be resolved. Toe automata will continuously 
cycle through the images. The feedback has turned the learning automata into sequential 
learning automata. 
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CHAPTER 8. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of RA VEN was to demonstrate the feasibility of using learning 
automata to create a real time image recognition and tracking system. The system does not 
rely on or use computational extensive fearure extraction algorithms but rather harnesses the 
self-organizing characteristics of learning automata. The technique proved to be fast 
enough to do real time image recognition and tracking. The system's implementation using 
standard programmable logic arrays and dynamic random access memory makes it cost­
effective and reliable. 
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APPENDIX A. 
MONITOR AND UTILITIES 
The monitor and utilities provide a debugging tool and a means for sending to and 
receiving from the serial port or LCD and keypad. The monitor itself is never called, but is 
included for further developmen't. It provides a means of directly accessing all of the 
registers. 1f needed, the monitor may be entered by recompiling the program with the JMP 
MMENU removed from the initialization routine. The monitor can only be used through 
the serial port. The monitor includes key letters that denote an operation. For example, to 
display a single character on the LCD, the key letter "D" should be entered, followed 
immediately by the desired ASCII character. The key letters are as follows. 
Key Operand 
Word 
D Byte 
H 
R Word 
w word,byte 
p byte 
E 
Function 
Displays the ASCII Character specified by Byte on the LCD. 
Clears the LCD and returns the cursorto the home position. 
Reads the address specified by the word and displ ay the address and 
contents on the LCD as well as return the contents via the serial port. 
Write the value byte and the location specified by the word and 
display the address and value on the LCD. 
Display the contents of the I/0 port specified by the byte, 
Exit the monitor and enter the menu driven program. 
The operands are entered as actual binary values and not in ASCII. The monitor is 
used best in conjunction with a program running on a personal computer that first interprets 
entry lines and then reissues them over the serial port in tne binary monitor format. Note 
that a word is two bytes with the most significant byte entered first. 
There are several subroutines that serve as utilities to display charac16rs on the 
LCD, and to send and receive characters through the serial port. The first subroutine, 
HEXDISP, displays the ASCII representation of the byte contained in the accumulator. 
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The subroutine LCDCOM is used to send a command to the LCD·. Subroutine MESSAGE 
will display an entire message on the display. The message is located immediately after the 
CALL in the main routine and is terminated by the ESCAPE character. The subroutine 
modifies the stack so the execution continues in the main routine at the address inunediately 
following the escape character. Subroutine LCDCHR displays a single character on the 
LCD. There are two subroutines that can be called to create a delay. The subroutines 
SP _OCT and SP _IN send and receive a character through the serial port. Finally, 
subroutine KEY _IN is used to get a character from the keypad or alternately from the serial 
port. The particular character that is associated with_ the five keys on the keypad is 
detennined by the five hytes immediately following the call to this function. Just as in the 
subroutine MESSAGE, the routine modifies the stack so that execution continues at the 
address immediately following these five characters. 
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APPENDIX B. 
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER FRAME GRABBER 
The frame grabber for the IBM personal computer uses a flash analog to digital 
converter to convert standard NTSC composite video into a string of eight bit values. The 
values are stored in static random access memory (SRAM). The SRAM is configured as a 
256 x 256 array. When a signal is sent to grab a video frame, the SRAM is loaded with the 
values coming from the analog to digital converter. Two eight bit counters sequence 
through the SRAM locations. The vertical counter is reset when the venical sync occurs 
and the horizontal counter is reset whenever a horizontal sync occurs. Once either of the 
counters reaches the terminal count of 255, they stop counting until they are reset. 
Once the frame has been grabbed, the data can be read out of the SRA...v'.I frame 
buffer by accessing l/0 ports. The initial horizontal and vertical coordinate values are 
written to pons and then the data values are sequentially read from another pon. The 
coordinates are automatically incremented after each read, so data only needs to be sent to 
the coordinate ports once in order to read all of the data in the frame buffer. It may be 
useful to send coordinates at the beginning of each line. This allows the user to eliminate 
the data on the borders of the video 'image. 
The frame grabber is controlled through I/0 ports. Port 768 contains the venical 
coordinate register, and port 769 contains the horizontal coordinate register. The registers 
are loaded by "'1riting to the pons with the desired value. The registers are incremented 
when the buffer register is accessed. The buffer register is accessed by reading or writing 
to pan 771. Reading this port will return the value of the pixel at the current coordinate 
location. Writing to the port will store a value at the current coordinate location. Writing 
any value to pon 770 will cause a video frame to be grabbed. After requesting a frame 
grab, no other operations should be done on the frame grabber for at least 33 msec; 
otherwise, the operation may interfere with the data being grabbed. 
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APPENDIX C. 
SOFTWARE LISTING 
This appendix contains the listing of all the software for the RA VEN system. The 
software is written is ASM51 assembly language for the Intel 8751 microcontroller. 
ESC EQU lBH 
CR EQU 13 ;CARAGE RETUR.N 
MEMU EQU 7FH ;MEMORY UNIT 
REPL EQU 7DH ;REPEATVALUELSB 
REPH EQU 7CH ;REPEAT VALUE MSB 
THRL EQU 7BH ;THRESHOLD VALUE LSB 
THRH EQU 7AH ;THRESHOLD VALUE MSB 
COUNTL EQU 79H ;COUNTER LSB 
COUNTH EQU 78H ;COUNTER MSB 
TEMPL EQU 77H ;TEMPORARY VARIABLE LSB 
TE MPH EQU 76H ;TEMPORARY VARIABLE MSB 
SCOREL EQ\: 75H ;SCORELSB 
SCOREH EQ\: 74H ;SCOREMSB 
SCOREL2 EQU 73H ;SECOND PLACE SCORE LSB 
SCOREH2 EQU 72H ;SECOND PLACE SCORE MSB 
MEMU2 EQU 71H ;SECOND PLACE MEMORY UNIT 
FLAG EQU 2FH 
;initialize serial pon 
. ********************************************************* 
MOY 
MOY 
MOY 
MOY 
MOY 
SETB 
SP,#lFH 
SCON,#OlOl lOOOB 
TMOD,#OOIOOOOOB 
TCON,#OIOOOOOOB 
TH1,#0F4H 
SCON.3 
;SERIAL CTRL REG MODE 1 
;TIMER IN RELOAD MODE 
;TIMER CTR. FALLING EDGE 
;2400 AT ! l.059MHz 
;PARITY TYPE 
;INITIALIZE VARIABLES TO DEF ALT VALUES 
MOY DPTR,#101H 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
CLR A 
MOY MEMU,A 
MOY REPL,A 
;CLEARS ALL ENABLES SO THAT 
MEMORY 
;UNITS CAN NOT BE TRAINED 
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MOY REPH,A 
MOY TIIRL,A 
MOY THRH,#18H 
;INITIAL!ZE TI-IE DISPLAY 
·**********************************************************
LCALL DELAY 
LCALL DELAY 
LCALL DELAY 
LCALL DELAY 
MOY A,#O!H 
LCALL DELAY 
LCALL 
MOY 
LCALL 
MOY 
LCDINIT 
A,#02H 
LCDINIT 
A,#06H 
LCALL LCDINIT 
MOY A,#OFH 
LCALLLCDINIT 
MOY A,#30H 
LCALL LCDJNIT 
MOY A,#80H 
LCALL LCDJNIT 
LCALL MESSAGE 
;CLEAR 
;HOME 
;ENTRY 
;DISPLAY ON 
;FUNCTION SET 
;SET DD RA.c"1 ADDRESS 
DB 'HELLO FROM RA VEN I ' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
LCALL DELA Y2 
JMP MMENU 
;MONITOR PROGRAM 
·***********************************************************
MONITOR: LCALL SP _IN 
CJNE A,#44H,HOME 
;GET A CHARACTER FROM'SERJAL 
PORT 
;lliMP JF NOT <D>ISPLA Y 
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LCALL SP_IN ;GET A CHARACTER TO DISPLAY 
LCALL LCDCHR ;SEND CHARACTER TO LCD 
SIMP MONITOR ;RETURJ, TO GET ANOTI!ER 
COMMAND 
HOME: CINE A,#48H,READ ;JUMP IF NOT <H>OME 
MOY A,#01 ;CLEAR COMMAND 
LCALL LCDCOM ;EXECUTE CLEAR COMMAND 
SIMP MONITOR ;RETURN TO GET ANOTI!ER 
COMMAND 
READ: CINE A,#52H,WRITE ;JUMP IF NOT <R>EAD 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET MSB OF ADDRESS 
MOY DPH,A :MOVE A INTO THE MSB OF DPTR 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET LSB OF ADDRESS 
MOY DPL,A ;MOVE A INTO TI!E LSB OF DPTR 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;GET YA.LUE OF ADDRESS 
MOY R5,A ;STORE TI!E DATA IN R5 
MOY A,DPH 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY TI!E MSB 
MOY A,DPL ;RETREVEDPL 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY TI!E LSB 
MOY A,#3AH ;DISPLAY':' 
LCALL LCDCHR 
MOY A,R5 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY TI!E DA TA 
MOY A,R5 
LCALL SP_OUT ;SEND DATA TO HOST 
AJMP MONITOR ;RETRURN TO GET ANOTI!ER 
COMMAJ\'D 
WRITE: CINE A,#57H,PORT ;IMP IF NOT <W>RITE 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET MSB OF ADDRESS 
MOY DPH,A ;MOVE A INTO TI!E MSB OF DPTR 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET LSB OF ADDRESS 
MOY DPL,A ;MOY A INTO TI!E LSB OF DPTR 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET DATA 
MOY R5,A ;MOVE DATA INTO R5 
MOY A,DPH 
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LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY 1HE MSB 
MOY A,DPL 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY 1HE LSB 
MOY A,#3AH 
LCALL LCDCHR ;DISPLAY':' 
MOY A,RS 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY1HEDATA 
MOY A,RS 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;WRITE 1HEDATA AT1HE ADDRESS 
AJMP MONITOR ;RETURN TO GET AN01HER 
COMMAND 
PORT: CJNE A,#50H,ENTER ;JUMP IF NOT <P>ORT 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET DATA 
MOY R5,A ;STORE DATA IN RS 
MOY A,#50H 
LCALL LCDCHR ;'P'
MOY A,#31H 
LCALL LCDCHR ;' 1'
MOY A,#3DH ·'-',-
LCALL LCDCHR 
MOY A,RS 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY DATA 
MOY Pl,RS ;LOAD Pl 
ENTER: CJ1''E A,#45H,MONEND ;JUMP IF NOT <E> 
JMP MMENU 
MONEND: JMPMONITOR 
;ENTER IS A MENU DRIVEN UTILITY PROGRAM 
·*********************************************************************' 
LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'LRN SUM FACE WIN CLR' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
LCALL KEY_IN 
DB 'LSFWC' 
;GET A CHARACTER 
CJNE A,#'T',NOT_T 
JMP TRACK 
NOT_T: CJNE A,#'D',NOT_D 
JMP DEMO 
NOT_D: CJNE A,#'C',NOT_C 
JMP CLEAR 
NOT_C: CJNE A,#'L',NOT_L 
JMP LEAR.<"! 
NOT_L: CJNE A,#'S',NOT_S 
JMP SCORE 
NOT_S: CJNE A,#'F' ,NOT_F 
JMP FACE 
NOT_F: CJNE A,#'W' ,NOT_ W 
JMP WINNER 
NOT_W: CJNE A,#'C',MMENU 
CALL CLEAR 
JMPMMENU 
LEAR.'i: LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'REPT TRSH STRT ONCE EXIT ' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
LCALL KEY _IN 
DB 'RTSOE' 
CJNE A,#'R',NOT_R_T 
JMPREPEAT 
NOT_R_T: CJNE A,#'T',NOT_T_T 
JMPTHRESH 
NOT_T_T: CJNE A,#'S',NOT_S_T 
JMPSTART_T 
NOT_S_T: CJNE A,#'O',NOT_O_T 
JMPONCE_T 
NOT_O_T: CJNE A,#'E' ,LEARN 
JMPMMENU 
;FIRST LEARN MENU 
;*************************"'****REPEAT SUB MENU 
REPEAT: LCALL MESSAGE 
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DB 'R'
DB ESC 
MOY A,REPH 
LCALL HEXD!SP 
MOY A,REPL 
LCALL HEXDISP 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB ' INC DEC GO EXIT NUMBER' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
LCALL KEY_IN 
DB 'RIDGE' 
CINE A,#'l' ,DEC_TR ;JUMP IF NOT <l>NCREAS R 
CLR A 
SETB c 
ADDC A,REPL ;INCREMENT REPL AND REPH 
MOY REPL,A 
CLR A 
ADDC A,REPH 
IMP REPEAT ;RE�'! TO D!SPLA Y MENU 
DEC_TR: CINE A,#'D',GO_TR 
MOY A,REPL 
SETB c 
SUBB A,#0 
MOY REPL,A 
MOY A,REPH 
.SUBB A,#0 
MOY REPH,A 
IMP REPEAT 
GO_TR: CINE A,#'G',NUM_TR ;JUMP IF NOT <G>O 
LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'STOP' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
SETB SCON.4 ;PREPARE SERIAL PORT 
MOY COUNTH,REPH 
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INC COUNTH ;COMPENSATE FOR THE DJNZ 
MOY COUNTL,REPL ;SET UP LOOP COUNTER 
MOY DPTR,#OlOOH ;ADDRESS OF TO TRJGGER TRAINING 
CTL_TR: MOVX A,@DPTR 
JNB ACC,7,CTL_TR ;TEST TO SEE IF TRAINJNG PHASE IS 
DONE 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CAUSE AN WAGE TO BE TRAINED ON 
JNB Rl,NOT_S_TR 
CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
MOY A,SBUF 
CJNE A,#'S',NOT_S_TR 
JMP LEAfu'I ;EXIT EARLY DOTO STOP 
NOT_S_TR: JB Pl.2,NSTOP _TR 
LCALL DELA Y2 
JMP EXT_TR 
NSTOP_TR: SETB SCON.4 ;PREPARE SERIAL PORT 
NO_SP_TR: DJNZ COUNTL,CTL_ TR ;DECREASE COUNTER & LOOP? 
DJNZ COUNTH,CTL_TR ;DECREASE COUNTER & LOOP0 
EXT_TR: CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
JMP LEAfu'I 
NUM_TR: CJNE A,#'N',EXIT_TR ;JUMP IF NOT NUMBER 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET REPH Y ALUE 
MOY REPH,A 
LCALL SP_!N ;GETREPL VALUE 
MOYREPL,A 
JMPREPEAT 
EXIT_TR: CJNE A,#'E',END_TR ;JUMP IF NOT EXIT 
JMP LEAfu'I 
END_TR: JMP REPEAT 
;******************************IBRESHOLD SUB MENU 
THRESH: LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'T' 
DB ESC 
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MOV A,THRH 
LCALL HEXDISP 
MOV A,THRL 
LCALL HEXDISP 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB ' INC DEC GO EXIT NUMBER ' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
LCALL KEY_IN 
DB 'TIDGE' 
CJNE A,#'I',DEC_TT JUMP lF NOT <I>NCREAS R 
CLR A 
SETB c 
ADDC A,THRL ;INCREMENT REPL A:lD REPH 
MOV REPL,A 
CLR A 
ADDC A,THRH 
JMP THRESH ;RETURN TO DISPLAY MENU 
DEC_TT: CINE A,#'D',GO_TT 
MOV A,THRL 
SETB c 
SUBB A,#0 
MOV THRL,A 
MOV A,THRH 
SUBB A,#0 
MOV THRH,A 
JMP THRESH 
GO_TT: CJNE A,#'G',NUM_TT ;JUMP IF NOT <G>O 
LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'STOP' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
SETB SCON.4 ;PREPARE SERIAL PORT 
THRLl_TT: MOV DPTR,#O!OOH ;ADDRESS OF TO TRIGGER TRAIKING 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CAUSE AN IMAGE TO BE TRAINED ON 
THRL2_TT: MOVX A,@DPTR 
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JNB ACC.7,IBRL2_TT ;TEST TO SEE IF 1RAINING 
PHASE JS DONE 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CAUSE AN IMAGE TO BE TRAINED ON 
JNB RI,NOT_S_TT 
CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
MOY A,SBUF 
CJJ,.,l A,#'S',NOT_S_TT 
JMP LEARN ;EXIT EARLY BECAUSE OF STOP 
NOT_S_TT: JB Pl.2,NSTOP _ TT 
LCALL DELAY2 
JMP EXT_TT 
NSTOP_TT: SETB SCON.4 ;PREPARE SERIAL PORT AGAIN 
NO_SP_TI: CLR c ;COMPARE THRESHOLD WITH VALUE 
MOY DPH,#00 
MOY DPL,MEMU 
MOVX A,@DPTR 
SUBB A,THRL 
MOY COUNTL,A 
MOVX A,@DPTR 
SUBB A,THRH 
MOY COUNTH,A 
JNC TiiRL!_TT ;REPEAT 1RAINING IF THRSHOLD NOT 
MET 
EXT_TT: CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
JMP LEA&'! 
NUM_TT: CJNE A,#'N' ,EXIT_TT ;JUMP IF NOT NUMBER 
LCALL SP_IN ;GET THRH VALUE 
MOY THRH,A 
LCALL SP_IN ;GETTHRL VALUE 
MOY IBRL,A 
JMP THRESH 
EXIT_TT: CJNE A,#'E',END_TT ;JUMP IF NOT EXIT 
JMP LEARN 
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END_TI: JMP THRESH 
;*"'*********'*******************START/STOP SUB 11ENU 
START_T: 
NOT_ST: 
CTL_T: 
NSTOP_T: 
ONCE_T: 
LCALL 
DB 
DB 
DB 
MOY 
SETB 
JB 
LCALL 
CLR 
CLR 
JMP 
MOVX 
JNB 
MOVX 
JNB 
CLR 
CLR 
MOY 
CJNE 
JMP 
MOY 
MOVX 
MESSAGE 
'STOP' 
CR 
ESC 
DPTR,#0 !OOH 
SCON.4 
Pl.2,NSTOP _T 
DELAY2 
RI 
SCON.4 
LEARN 
A,@DPTR 
ACC.7,CTL_T 
@DPTR,A 
RI,CTL_T 
RI 
SCON.4 
A,SBUF 
A,#'S',NOT_ST 
LEARN 
DPTR,#O!OOH 
@DPTR,A 
JMP LEAR"! 
;SCORE MENU 
;ADDRESS TO TRIGGER TRAINING 
;PREPARE SERIAL PORT 
;TEST TO SEE IF TRAINING PHASE IS 
DO!'l'E 
;CAUSE A.'- IMAGE TO BE TRA!l'l'ED ON 
;IF NOT S THEN CONT!Nl.'E TRAINING 
;RETUR'- TO LOOP 
;ADDRESS TO TRIGGER TRAINING 
·*********************************************************************** •
***** 
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SCORE: LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'F#' 
DB ESC 
MOY A,MEMU 
CLR c 
RRC A 
LCALL HEXDISP 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB 'INC DEC S' 
DB ESC 
MOY DPL,MEMU 
MOY DPH,#0 
MOVX A,@DPTR 
MOY SCOREL,A 
INC DPL 
MOVX A,@DPTR 
ANL A,#IFH 
MOY SCOREH,A 
LCALL HEXDISP 
MOY A,SCOREL 
LCALL HEXDISP ;DISPLAY THE SCORE 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB 'EXIT' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
SCORE2: LCALL KEY _IN ;GET A CHARACTER 
DB 'FIDSE' 
CINE A,#'!' ,NOT_I_S 
INC MEMU 
INC MEMU 
JMP SCORE 
NOT_I_S: CJJ';'E A,#'D' ,NOT_D_S 
DEC MEMU 
DEC MEMU 
JMP SCORE 
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NOT_D_S: CJNE A,#'S',NOT_S_S 
JMP SCORE 
NOT_S_S: CJNE A,#'N' ,NOT_N_S 
LCALL KEY_IN 
CLR c 
RLC A 
MOV MEMU,A 
JMP SCORE 
NOT_N_S: CJNE A,#'E',NOT_E_S 
JMP MMENU 
NOT_E_S: CJNE A,#'F' ,NOT_F _S 
JMP SCORE2 
NOT_F_S: lMP SCORE 
;FACE MENU 
·********************************************************************
FACE: LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'F#' 
DB ESC 
MOV A,MEMU 
CLR c 
RRC A 
LCALL HEXDISP 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB 'INC DEC ' 
DB ESC 
MOV DPH,#00 
MOV DPL,MEMU 
INC DPL 
MOVX A,@DPTR 
RLC A 
JNC MEMUON 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB 'OFF EXIT' ;DISPLAY TiiIS MESSAGE IF MEM UNIT 
IS OFF 
MEMUON: 
FACE2: 
NOT_I_F: 
NOT_D_F: 
TURNOFF: 
NO_KY_F: 
NOT_O_F: 
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DB CR 
DB ESC 
JMP FACE2 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB 'ON EXIT' ;DISPLAY THIS MESSAGE IF MEM UNIT 
ISON 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
LCALL KEY_IN ;GET A CHARACTER 
DB 'FIDOE' 
CJNE A,#'!' ,NOT_I_F 
INC MEMU 
INC MEMU 
JMP FACE 
CJNE A,#'D',NOT_D_F 
DEC MEMU 
DEC MEMU 
JMP FACE 
CJNE A,#'O',NOT_O_F 
MOV DPH,#00 
MOV DPL,MEMU 
INC DPL 
MOVX A,@DPTR
RLC A 
JNC TURNOFF 
MOV A,#OFFH 
MOVX @DPTR,A
JNB FLAG.2,NO_KY_F 
LCALL DELAYl 
MP FACE 
CLR A 
MOVX @DPTR,A
JNB FLAG.2,NO_KY_F 
LCALL 
JMP 
CJNE 
DELAY! 
FACE 
A#'N'NOT NF . ' - -
LCALL SP_JN 
CLR c 
RLC A 
MOY MEMU,A 
JMP FACE 
NOT_N_F: CJNE A,#'E' ,FACE2 
JMP MME NU 
;WINNER MENU 
·********************************************************************, 
WINNER: LCALL GET_ WIN 
LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'F#' 
DB ESC 
MOY A,MEMU 
CLR c 
RRC A 
LCALL HEXDISP 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB , S' 
DB ESC 
MOY A,SCOREH 
LCALL HEXDISP 
MOY A,SCOREL 
LCALL HEXDISP 
MOY A,#''
LCALL LCDCHR 
CLR c 
RRC A 
MOY A,SCOREH 
SUBB A,SCOREH2 
MOY B,SCOREH 
DIV AB 
LCALL HEXDISP 
LCALL MESAG2 
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DB 25H 
DB 'N=' 
DB ESC 
MOY A,MEMU2 
CLR c 
LCALL HEXDJSP 
LCALL MESAG2 
DB 'EXIT' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
NOT_E_W: LCALL KEY_JN 
DB 'FSPNE' 
CJNE A,WF',NOT_F_W 
JMP WINNER 
NOT_F_W: CJ:SE A,#'E',NOT_E_W 
JMP MME:NU 
;CLEAR ME'\lJ 
·********************************************************************
CLEAR: LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'CLR ALL EXIT' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
NOT_E_C: LCALL KEY_JN 
DB 'CA E' 
CJNE A,#'C',NOT_C_C 
MOY DPTR,#102H 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CLEAR ALL ENABLED MEMORY UNITS 
JMP MME NU 
NOT_C_C: CJNE A,#'A',NOT_A_C 
MOY DPTR,#103H 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CLEAR ALL MEMORY UNITS 
JMP MME NU 
NOT_A_C: CJNE A,#'E' ,NOT_E_C 
JMP MME NU 
;DEMONSTRATION ROUTINE 
·*********************************************************,
DEMO: MOY DPTR,#0!03H 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CLRMEMORYUNITS 
MOY P2,#0 
MOY Rl,#0 
MOY DPTR,#0102H 
DEM_CLI: MOVX A,@DPTR ;W AlT FOR DONE CLEARING 
JNB ACC.7,DEM_CLI ;WAIT FOR DONE CLEARING 
MOY DPTR,#OIO!H 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;CLEAR ENABLES 
MOY R0,#01 ;ADDRESS OF FACE O OR 
BACKGROUND 
MOY A,#OFFH ;PREPARE TO TlJR!>I ON FACE O 
MOVX @RO,A ;ENABLEFACEO 
LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'TRAL'!ING ON BACKGROUND' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
MOY COUNTL,#00 ;INillALIZE COUNTER 
MOY DPTR,#0 !OOH 
BACKGND: MOVX A,@DPTR 
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JNB ACC. 7 ,BACKGND ;LOOP BACK IF NOT READY TO 
TRAIN 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
DJNZ COUNTL,BACKG1'TI ;CONTINUE IN LOOP UNTIL 
DONE 
MOY A,#0 
MOVX @RO.A ;DISABLE FACE O 
LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'DONE TRAINING ON BACKGROUND' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
NO_ONE: MOY R0,#01 ;LOOK FOR BACKGROUND 
MOVX A,@RO 
·---�- ---------
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ANL A,#!EH 
CJNE A,#lEH,NOT_BG ;EXIT LOOP IF NOT BACKGROUND 
JMP NO_ONE 
NOT_BG: MOY COUNTL,#30 
DEMDLYl: LCALL DELAY! 
DJNZ COUNTL,DEMDLYl 
MOY COUNTL,#00 ;INITIALIZE SEARCH LOOP 
MOY COUNTH,#00 
CALL MESSAGE 
DB 'PLEASELOOKATTHECAMERA' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
SEARCH!: MOY R0,#01 
SEARCH2: MOVX A,@RO 
A.,';'L A,#lEH 
CJNE A,#!EH,SEARCHC ;COUNTINUE IN LOOP IF 
JMP RCGNZD ;EXIT LOOP IF RECOGNITION 
SEARCHC: INC RO 
INC RO 
CJNE RO,#OBH,SEARCH2 ;LOOP BACK 
DJNZ COUNTL,SEARCHl ;LOOP BACK 
DJNZ COUNTH,SEARCHl ;LOOP BACK 
CALL MESSAGE 
DB 'I DO NOT RECOG1'1ZE YOU' 
DB CR 
DB 'PLEASE WOK AT THE CAMERA SO THAT I CAN LEARN 
YOUR FACE' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
INC Rl 
INC Rl 
CJNE Rl,#OAH,FACE_OK 
MOY Rl,#04H ;RELOAD FACE NUMBERS TO LEARN 
FACE_OK: MOY A,#OFFH 
MOVX @Rl,A ;ENABLE FACE 
MOY DPTR,#0102H 
----------�- ---- ----
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MOVX @DPTR,A 
DEM_CL2: MOVX A,@DPTR 
JNB ACC.7,DEM_CL2 
;WAIT UNTIL DONE CLEARING 
MOY R0,#01 
MOY COUNTL,#00 
MOY DPTR,#O!OOH ;PREPARE TO TRAIN 
TRNFCLP: MOVX A,@RO ;CHECK FOR BACKGROUND 
A�'L A,#!EH 
CJNE A,#!EH,TRNFACE ;CHECK FOR BACKGROUND 
MOY DPTR,#0!02H ;CLR IF BACKGROUND DETECTED 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
DEM_CL3: MOVX A,@DPTR 
JNB ACC.7,DEM_CL3 
MOY A,#00 
MOVX @Rl,A 
JMP NO_ONE ;ABANDON IF PERSON JS NOT THERE 
TR:--'FACE: MOVX A,@DPTR ;CHECK TO SEE IF DONE TRAINING 
JNB ACC.7,TRNFACE ;WAIT UNTIL DONE TRAINING 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
DJNZ COUNTL,TRNFCLP ;LOOP BACK UNTIL DONE 
MOY A,#00 ;TURN OFF FACE 
MOVX @Rl,A ;DISABLE FACE 
CALL MESSAGE 
DB 'PLEASE ENTER YOUR FIRST NAME UP TO 7 
CHARACTERS' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
MOY R0,01 ;COPY RI TO RO 
MOY A.RO
RL A
RL A
ADD A,#20H ;CALCULATE ADDRESS OF NAMES 
MOY RO.A
NAME_IN: CALL SP_IN 
MOY @RO,A 
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INC RO 
CJNE A,#13,NAME_Il ;DONE ENTERING NAME 
JMP NAME_DN 
NAME_Il: MOY A,RO 
ANL A,#07 
CJNE A,#07,NAME_IN ;LOOP IFNOT7 CHRS YET 
NAME_DN: MOY @R0,#13 ;FORCE A CARAGE RETUR,'! 
CALL MESSAGE 
DB '!WILL TRY TO REMEMBER THAT' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
SOMEONE: MOY R0,#01 
MOVX A,@RO 
ANL A,#IEH 
CJNE A,#IEH,SOMEONE ;PERSON HAS LEFT? 
SO_LONG: CALL MESSAGE 
DB 'GOODBYE' 
DB CR 
DB ESC 
MOY COUNTL,#30 
DEMDLY2: LCALL DELA YI 
DJNZ COUNTL,DEMDL Y2 
JMP NO_ONE 
RCGNZD: CJNE R0,#01,RCGNZDI 
JMP NO_ONE ;IS NO ONE THERE? 
RCGNZDI: CALL MESSAGE 
DB 'HELLO' 
DB ESC 
MOY A,RO 
ANL A,#OEH 
RL A 
RL A 
ADD A,#20H ;CALCULATE NAME ADDRESS 
MOY RO,A 
NAMEOUT: MOY A,@RO 
CALL SP_OUT 
NO_CR: 
CINE A,#13,NO_CR 
IMP SOMEONE 
INC 
JMP 
RO 
NAMEOUT 
;ROUTINE TO TRACK AN OBJECT 
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;IS IT A CARAGE RETURN 
·***********************************************************************
;FIVE IMAGES MUST PREVEOUSL Y BE STORED INF ACES O 1 2 3 AND 4
;FACE O = CENTER 
;FACE I = RIGHT 
;FACE 2 =TOP 
;FACE 3 =LEFf 
;FACE 4 = BOTTOM 
VERT_P EQU 30H 
VERT_D EQU 32H 
HORZ_P EQU 34H 
HORZ_D EQU 36H 
UP EQU 0 
DN EQU OFFH 
LIT EQU 0 
RT EQU OFFH 
TRACK: LCALL MESSAGE 
DB 'STOP tracking' 
DB ESC 
MOY DPTR,#JO!H ;CLEARS ALL ENABLES SO THAT NO 
MOVX @DPTR.A ;MEMORY U1'TIS CAN BE TRAI1''ED 
TRACKLP: SETB SCON.4 ;PREPARE SERIAL PORT 
JB P 1.2, TRA CKST 
CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
MOY DPTR,#IO!H ;CLEARS ALL ENABLES SO THAT NO 
MOVX @DPTR,A MEMORYU1'TISCANBETRAI1''ED 
JMP MME�1J 
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TRACKST: JNB RI,TRACKIT ;CONTINUE TRACKING IF NO STOP 
CLR RI ;COMMAND IS GIVE:-1 
CLR SCON.4 
MOY A,SBUF 
CJNE A,#'S',TRACKIT 
MOY DPTR,#IO!H ;CLEARS ALL ENABLES SO THAT NO 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;MEMORY UNITS CAN BE TRAINED 
JMP MMEl\'U 
TRACKIT: LCAI.L GET_ WIN ;DETERMINE WHICH MEMORY UNIT IS 
MOY A,MEMU ;ACTIVE 
CJNE A,#0,NOT_CTR ;IF MEM UNIT IS NOTO THEN TEST 
OTiiERS 
JMPTRACKLP ;MEM UNIT IS O SO OBJECT IS 
CENTERED 
NOT_CTR: CJNE A,#2,NOT_LT ;IF MEM UNIT IS NOT 1 THEN TEST 
OTHERS 
MOY DPTR,#VERT_P ;MEM UNIT IS I SO MOVE THE 
PLATFOR.c\,I 
MOY A,#OFFH ;LEFT 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;SET PARAMETERS TO MOYE LEFT 
MOY DPTR,#HORZ_P 
MOY A,#0 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY DPTR,#VERT_D 
MOY A,#LFT 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY A,#4CH ;LFORLEFT 
JMP PULSE ;APPLY THE STEP PULSE TO THE 
MOTORS 
NOT_LT: CJNE A,#4,NOT_DN ;IF MEM UNIT IS NOT 2 THEN TEST 
OTHERS 
MOY DPTR,#YERT_P ;MEM UNIT IS 2 SO MOVE THE 
PLATFOR.c\,I 
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MOY. A,#0 ;DOWN 
MOVX @DPTR,A . ;SET PARAMETERS TO MOVE DOWN 
MOY DPTR,#HORZ_P 
MOY A,#OFFH 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY DPTR,#HORZ_D 
MOY A,#DN 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY A,#44H ;DFORDOWN 
JMP PULSE ;APPLY THE STEP PULSE TO THE 
MOTORS 
NOT_DN: CJNE A,#6,NOT_RT ;lF MEM UNIT IS NOT 3 THEN TEST 
OTHERS 
MOY DPTR,#YERT_P ;MEM.UNTI IS 3 SO MOVE THE 
PLATFOfuv! 
MOY A,#OFFH ;RIGHT 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;SET PARAMETERS TO MOVE RIGHT 
MOY DPTR,#HORZ_P 
MOY A,#0 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY DPTR,#VERT_D 
MOY A,#RT 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY A,#52H ;RFORRIGHT 
IMP PULSE ;APPLY THE STEP PULSE TO THE 
MOTORS 
NOT_RT: CJNE A,#8,TRCKWT ;lF MEM UNIT IS NOT 4 THEN LOOP 
BACK 
MOY DPTR,#YERT_P ;MEM UNTI JS 4 SO MOVE THE 
PLATFORM 
MOY A,#0 ;UP . 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;SET PARAMETERS TO MOVE UP 
MOV DPTR,#HORZ_P 
MOV A,#OFFH 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY DPTR,#HORZ_D 
MOY A,#UP 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
MOY A,#55H ;UFOR UP 
PULSE: LCALL SP_OUT 
MOY DPTR,#lOOH ;APPLY THE STEP PULSE TO THE 
MOTORS 
MOVX @DPTR,A 
TRCKViT: MOVX A,@DPTR ;TEST TO SEE IF DONE MOVING 
RLCA 
JNC TRCKWf 
MOY A,#53H ;S FOR STOP 
LCALL SP_OUT 
JMP TRACKLP ;CONTINUE IN THE LOOP 
;SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM SCORE 
·*****************************************************************' 
GET_\VIN: CLR A 
MOY SCOREH,A 
MOY SCOREL,A 
MOY SCOREH2,A 
MOY SCOREL2,A ;CLEAR OUT THE SCORES 
MOY DPTR,#0 ;SET LOOP COUNTER TO ZERO 
SCORELP: DEC DPL 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;GET LOW MSB OF SCORE FOR ME:vt 
UNIT 
DEC DPL 
JB ACC.6,NXTMEM ;TEST TO SEE IF MEM UNIT IS 
INSTALLED 
·A.NL A,#lFH ;MASK OFF TOP 3 BITS OF.SCORE 
MOY TEMPH,A ;STORE IN TEMPORARY VARIABLE 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;GET LSB OF SCORE 
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MOY TEMPL,A 
SUBB A,SCOREL 
;STORE IN TEMPORARY VARIABLE 
;COMPARE WlTH CURRENT HJGHEST 
VALUE 
MOY A,TEMPH 
SUBB A,SCOREH 
JC NXTMEM ;BRANCH IF SCORE> SCORE(MEMU) 
MOY SCOREL2,SCOREL ;PLACE SCORE INTO SECONED 
HIGHEST 
MOY SCOREH2,SCOREH 
MOY MEMU2,MEMU 
MOY SCOREL,TEMPL ;UPDATE NEW HIGHEST SCORE 
MOY SCOREH,TEMPH 
MOY MEMU,DPL 
NXTMEM: MOY A,DPL 
CJNE A,#0,SCORELP 
RET 
;SUBROUTINE TO DISPLAY HEX-DECIMAL 
·***********************************************************
HEXDISP: MOY R7,A ;MAKE A COPY OF THE DATA 
SWAP A ;WORK WITH HIGH NIBBLE 
ANL A,#OFH ;MASK OFF THE OTHER NIBBLE 
MOY R6,A ;MAKE A COPY OF THE NlBBLE 
ADD A,#OF6H ;SEEIFDATA=>!Od 
JC GT!OHN ;BRANCH IF DATA=>!Od 
MOY A,R6 ;RESTORE A WlTHDATA 
ADD A,#30H ;ADD TO CREATE ASCII CHR 
LCALL LCDCHR ;DISPLAY THE CHR 
SJMP LOWNIB ;DONE SO PROCESS LOW NIBBLE 
GTIOHN: MOY A,R6 ;DATA=>!Od SO ADD DIFFERENT 
ADD A,1137H ;CREATE ASOI CHR 
LCALL LCDCHR ;DISPLAY THE CHR 
LOWNIB: MOY A,R7 ;RESTORE A W1TH DATA 
ANL A,#OFH ;WORK WITH LOW NIBBLE 
MOY R6,A ;MAKE A COPY OF THE NIBBLE 
ADD A,#OF6H 
JC GTlOLN 
MOY A,R6 
ADD A,#30H 
LCALL LCDCHR 
RET 
GTIOLN: MOY A,R6 
ADD A,#37H 
LCALL LCDCHR 
RET 
;Si.:BROUTil\loLCD COMMAl\'D 
;SEE IF DATA=> !Od 
;BRANCH IFDATA=">!Od 
;RESTORE A WITH DATA 
;ADD TO CREATE ASCII CHR 
;DISPLAY THE CHR 
;DONE SO RETURN 
;DATA=>!Od SO ADD DIFFERENT 
;CREATE ASCII CHR 
;DISPLAY THE CHR 
·***********************************************************
LCDCO?vl: PUSH DPH 
PUSH DPL 
CLR PLO ;DISPLAY RS=O 
SETB Pl. I ;DISPLAY R/W=l 
MOY DPTR,#0!08H ;LCD DATA LATCH ADDRESS 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;WRITE TO LCD DATA LATCH 
LCDIBUSY: MOY DPTR,#0107H ;ADDRESS OF PULSE EON LCD 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;PULSE E ON LCD 
MOY DPTR,#0!09H ;ADDRESS OF READ LCD LATCH 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;READ BUSY FLAG AND ADDRESS 
RLC A ;MOVE BUSY FLAG TO C 
JC LCDIBUSY ;IF BF=! LCD IS BUSY 
CLR Pl. I ;DISPLAY R/W=O 
MOY DPTR,#0!07H ;ADDRESS OF PULSE EON LCD 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;PULSE EON LCD 
MOY DPTR,#0109H ;ADDRESS OF READ LCD LATCH 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;RECOVER CHARACTER IN 
ACCUMULATOR 
POP DPL 
POP DPH 
RET 
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;SUBROTINE TO DISPLAY MESSAGE ON LCD 
·**********************************************************
MESSAGE: MOY A,#01 
LCALL LCDCOM 
LCALL DELAY 
LCALL DELAY 
LCALL DELAY 
MESAG2: POP DPH 
POP DPL 
CLR A 
MOYC A,@A+DPTR 
MES_LP: LCALL LCDCHR 
INC DP'IR 
CLR A 
MOYC A,@A+DPTR 
CJNE A,#ESC,MES_LP 
MOY A,#1 
JMP @A+DP'IR 
;SUBROUTINE LCD CHARACTER 
;CLEAR THE DISPLAY 
;GET ADDRESS OF DISPLAY DATA 
;ZERO OFFSET 
;FETCH FIRST CHARACTER OF STRING 
;DISPLAY THE CHARACTER 
;INCREMENT DATA POINTER 
;GET NEXT CHARACTER 
;LOOP UNTIL ESCAPE READ 
;RETUR..'l TO CODE AFTER ESCAPE 
;NOTE THAT THE LAST COMMAND IS 
THE SAME AS A RETURN FROM 
SUBROUTINE 
;*********************************************************** 
LCDCHR: PUSH DPH 
PUSH DPL 
CLR Pl.0 ;DISPLAY RS=O 
SETB Pl.I ;DISPLAY R/W=I 
MOY DPTR,#0108H ;LCD DATA LATCH ADDRESS 
LCALL SP_OUT 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;WRITETOLCDDATALATCH 
LCD2BUSY: MOY DPTR,#0107H ;ADDRESS OF PULSE EON LCD 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;PULSE EON LCD 
MOY DPTR,#0109H ;ADDRESS OF READ LCD LATCH 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;READ BUSY FLAG AND ADDRESS 
RLC A ;MOVE BUSY FLAG TO C 
JC LCD2BUSY ;IF BF=! LCD IS BUSY 
CLR Pl.I ;DISPLAY FJW=D 
SETB Pl.O ;DISPLAY RS=! 
MOY DPTR,#0107H ;ADDRESS OF PULSE EON LCD 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;PULSE E ON LCD 
MOY DPTR,#0109H ;ADDRESS OF READ LCD LATCH 
MOVX A,@DPTR ;RECOVER CHARACTER IN 
ACCUMULATOR 
POP DPL 
POP DPH 
RET 
;SUBROUTINE TO OlJTPlJT !NIT CONROL TO LCD 
LCDINIT: CLR Pl.0 ;DISPLAY RS=O 
CLR Pl. I ;DISPLAY FJW=D 
MOY DPTR,#0!08H ;LCD DATA LATCH ADDRESS 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;WRITE TO LCD DATA LATCH 
MOY DPTR,#0!07H ;ADDRESS OF PULSE EON LCD 
MOVX @DPTR,A ;PULSE EON LCD 
LCALL DELAY 
RET 
;SUBRO\JTINE DELAY 
·***********************************************************
DELAY: 
DLOOP: 
MOY A,#OFFH 
DEC A 
JNZ DLOOP 
RET 
;SUBRO\JTINE DELA Y2 (LONGER TilAN DELAY) 
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·**********************************************************************
DELAY!; MOY R4,#0IH 
JMP DELA YO 
DELAY2: MOY R4,#03H 
DELA YO: MOY R3,#0FFH 
MOY R2,#0FFH 
KEYLPI: DJNZ RZ,KEYLPI 
DJNZ R3,KEYLP! 
DJNZ R4,KEYLPI 
RET 
;SUBROUTINE TO OUTPUT A CHARACTER TO THE SERJAL PORT 
·**********************************************************
SP_OUT: 
SP_LOOP: 
MOY SBUF,A 
JBC SCON.!,SP _EXIT 
SJMP SP _LOOP 
SP _EXIT: RET 
;SUBROUTINE TO INPUT A CHARACTER FROM THE SERIAL PORT 
·**********************************************************,
SP _IN: SETB SCON.4 
JNB RI,$ 
CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
MOY A,SBUF 
RET 
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;SUBROUTINE TO READ KEYPAD OR TO GET A CHRFROM THE SERIAL PORT 
·******************************************************************, 
KEY_IN: POP DPH ;RETURN TO ORJGIN+5 
POP DPL 
MOY A,DPL 
ADD A,#5 
PUSH ACC ;AND RETURo'1 TO STACK 
PUSH DPH 
SEIB SCON.4 ;PREPARE SERIAL PORT 
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NOCHRIN: MOY A,Pl ;GET SWITCH SETTINGS 
ANL A,#OFCH ;MASK OFF LOWER TWO BITS 
CJNE A,#OFCH,PRESSED ;IS A SWITCH BEING PRESSED? 
CLR FLAG.2 ;CLEAR THE REPEAT FLAG 
CLR FLAG.3 
JNB RI,NOCHRIN ;LOOP UNTIL CHARACTER RECEIVED 
CLR RJ ;A CHARACTER WAS RECEIVED ON SP 
CLR SCON.4 
MOY A,SBUF ;GET CHARACTER FROM SERIAL PORT 
RET 
PRESSED: JNB FLAG.2,NODL Y 
JB FLAG.3,SMLDLY 
SETB FLAG.3 
LCALL DELA Y2 
JMP NOCHRIN 
SMLDLY: LCALL DELAY! 
NODLY: SETB FLAG.2 
CLR RI 
CLR SCON.4 
JB ACC.2,CMDl ;DETERMINE WHICH BIT IS SET 
MOY A,#Q 
JMP CMDDET 
CMDl: JB ACC.3,CMD2 
MOY A,#1 
JMP CMDDET 
CMD2: JB ACC.4,CMD3 
MOY A,#2 
JMP CMDDET 
CMD3: JB ACC.5,CMD4 
MOY A,#3 
JMP CMDDET 
CMD4: MOY A,#4 
CMDDET: MOYC A,@A+DPTR 
RET 
·***********************************************************
;The following is a list of the memory mapped IO locations 
;and the functions they perform 
External Memory Address Map 
;Address Read Write 
;OOOOH LSB Score of Memory Enables Memory Unit O if 
Unit O D=FFH 
;OOO!H MSB Score of Memory Disables Memory Unit O if 
Unit O D=OH 
;0002H LSB Score of Memory Enables Memory Unit 1 if 
Unit 1 D=FFH 
;0003H MSB Score of Memory Disables Memory Unit 1 if 
Unit 1 D=OH 
;OOFEH LSB S'core of Memory Enables Memory Unit 127 if 
Unit 127 D=FFH 
;OOFFH MSB Score of Memory Disables Memory Unit 127 if 
Unit 127 D=OH 
;OIOOH If Bit 7 =1 then can rrain Trains all enabled memory 
on face again units with current image 
If Bit 6 =1 then done 
training 
;OIOIH Nothing Clears all enables so that 
no memory units can be 
trained 
;0102H Bit 7 = 1 then done Clears all enabled memory 
clearing units 
;0103H Nothing Clears all memory units 
;OIO?H Pulses E on LCD Pulses E on LCD 
;0!08H Nothing LCD data latch 
;0!09H Read LCD latch Nothing 
END 
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APPENDIX D. 
PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC FILES 
This appendix contains all of the programmable logic device files for the RA VEN 
system. They are written in Intel Advanced Design File format. 
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Paul Becke 
ADSL 
October 4, 1988 
PLD03 
revO 
5C032 
Address decoder for RA VEN 8751 controller 
LB Version 1.5, Baseline 4.0i ?n/87 
OPTIONS: TURBO=OFF 
PART: 5C032 
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INP\:TS: A08@!, A09@2, Al0@3, All@4, Al2@5, Al3@6, Al4@7, Al5@8, 
A00@9, A07@11, RD_@l2, PSEN_@l3 
OUTPUTS: ENI27_@!9, ENCNTR_@IS, ENLSB_@l7, ENMSB_@l6, 
SCORE_@l5 
!\'ETWORK: 
EN127_ 
ENCNTR_ 
ENLSB_ 
ENMSB_ 
SCORE_ 
AOO 
A07 
AOS 
A09 
AIO 
All 
Al2 
Al3 
Al4 
Al5 
RD_ 
PSEN 
PSEN 
= CONF (EN127 _,VCC) 
= CONF (ENCNTR_,VCC) 
= CONF (ENLSB_,VCC) 
= CONF (ENMSB_,VCC) 
= CONF (SCORE_,VCC) 
= !NP (AOO) 
= !NP (A07) 
= !NP (AOS) 
= !NP (A09) 
= !NP (A!O) 
= !NP (All) 
= !NP (Al2) 
= !NP (Al3) 
= !NP (Al4)
= !NP (A15) 
= !NP (RD_) 
= !NP (PSEN_) 
= NOT (PSEN_) 
RD = NOT (RD_) 
ENMSB = NOT (ENMSB) 
ENLSB_ = NOT (ENLSB) 
ENCNTR_ = NOT (ENCNTR) 
SCORE_ = NOT (SCORE) 
EN127 = NOT (EN127) 
EQUATIONS: 
SCORE =/A08 */A09 */A!O */Al 1 */A!2 */A!3 */Al4 */AI5 *RD */PSEN; 
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ENMSB = /A08 */A09 */A!O */Al 1 */All */A!3 */Al4 */Al5 */AOO *RD */PSEN; 
ENLSB = /A08 */A09 */A!O */Al 1 */All */Al3 */Al4 */Al5 *AOO *RD */PSEN; 
ENCNTR = /A07 *A08 */A09 */A!O */All */All */A!3 */AI4 */Al5 */PSEN; 
EN127 = /A08 */A09 *JAIO */All */All */A!3 */Al4 */Al5 */PSEN; 
ENDS 
5C032 
A08 20 vcc 
A09 2 19 EN127_ 
AIO 3 18 ENC!'.'TR_ 
All 4 17 ENLSB_ 
Al2 5 16 ENMSB 
Al3 6 15 SCORE_ 
Al4 7 14 GND 
Al5 8 13 PSEt,,_ 
ADO 9 12 RD_ 
GND 10 11 AO? 
Figure 27: ADECODE Pin Out 
PADLBECKE 
ADSL 
September 24, 1988 
PLDOJ 
0 
5C031 
ENABLE CIRCU!TFOR VISION CONTROLLER 
LB Version 1.5, Baseline 4.0i 7n/87 
OPTIONS: TURBO=ON 
PART: 5C03I 
INPCTS: WR_, RD_@2, RSET@3, PSET@4, ON@5, D@6, EN_@ll, A0@7, 
Al@8, A2@9 
OCTPCTS: ENO_@I2, EN1_@13, EN2_@I4, EN3_@15, EN4_@!6, EN5_@17, 
EN6_@18, EN7_@19 
NETIVORK: 
ENO_,FO 
ENl_,Fl 
EN2_,F2 
EN3_,F3 
EN4_,F4 
EN5_,F5 
EN6_,F6 
EN7_,F7 
CLK 
RSET 
PSET 
RD_ 
D 
ON 
EN_ 
AO 
Al 
A2 
= CORF (DO_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (Dl_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (D2_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (D3_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (D4_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (D5_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (D6_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= CORF (D7_,CLK,RSET,PSET,VCC) 
= !NP (WR_) 
= !NP (RSET) 
= !NP (PSET) 
= !NP (RD_) 
= !NP (D) 
= !NP (ON) 
= !NP (EN_) 
= !NP (AO) 
=INP(Al) 
= !NP (A2) 
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WR =NOT (CLK) 
RD =NOT(RD_) 
EN =NOT(EN_) 
DO_ =NOT (DO) 
Dl = NOT (Dl) 
D2_ =NOT(D2) 
D3_ =NOT(D3) 
D4_ =NOT(D4) 
D5_ =NOT (DS) 
D6_ =NOT(D6) 
D7_ =NOT(D7) 
EQ\JATIO:--:S: 
DO = ENBLO *WR *D 
+ /ENBLO *WR * !FO
+ENBLO *RD
+/RD */WR */FD 
+ON;
Dl =·ENBLl *WR *D 
+/ENBLl *WR */Fl 
+ENEL! *RD
+/RD */WR */Fl
+ON;
D2 = ENBL2 *WR *D
+ /ENBL2 *WR */F2
+ENBL2*RD
+ /RD */WR */F2
+ON;
D3 = ENBL3 *WR *D
+ /ENBL3 *WR */F3
+ENBL3 *RD
+ /RD */WR */F3 .
+ON;
D4 = ENBL4 *WR *D 
+ /ENBL4 *WR * /F4
+ENBL4*RD
D5 
D6 
D7 
ENBL7 
ENBL6 
ENBL5 
ENBL4 
ENBL3 
ENBL2 
ENBLl 
ENBLO 
ENDS 
+ /RD *(WR *!F4
+ON;
= ENBL5 *WR *D 
+ /ENBL5 *WR * !F5
+ENBL5 *RD
+ /RD */WR *IFS
+ON;
= ENBL6 *WR *D 
+ /ENBL6 *WR */F6
+ENBLI\ *RD
+/RD */WR */F6 
+ON;
=ENBL7 *WR 'D 
+ /ENBL7 •WR */F7
+ENBL7 *RD
+ /RD */WR */F7
+ON;
= AO *Al *A2 *EN; 
=!AO *Al *A2 *EN; 
= AO */Al *A2 *EN; 
=/AO*/Al *A2*EN; 
= AO *Al */A2 *EN; 
=!AO *Al */A2 *EN; 
= AO */Al */A2 *EN; 
=!AO */Al */A2 *EN; 
WR_ 
RD_ 
RSET 
PSET 
ON 
D 
AO 
Al 
A2 
GND 
5C031 
. I
. 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
. 7 
8 
9 
. 10 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 < 
13 
12 
11 < 
V<X 
EN7_ 
EN6_ 
EN5_ 
E..�4_ 
Ei'\f3_ 
EN2_ 
EN! 
ENO_ 
EN_ 
Figure 28; ENABLE Pin Out
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PAUL BECKE 
ADSL 
September 27, 1988 
PAL02 
0 
5C060 
RA VEN MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLER INTERFACE 
LB Version 1.5, Baseline 4.0i ?n/87 
OPTIONS: TURBO=OFF 
PART: 
INPUTS: 
5C060 
EVENck@l, EVEN@2, A19ck@l3, EN_@20, RD_@! I, WR_@l4, 
A0@23, Al@22, A2@21 
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OUTPUTS: READY@3, LEARN@4, CLRL@l5, CLR_@l6, CLRAL_@l, 
CLRALL@l8, READ@5, CLEAR_@6, RAND@7, Elcd@8, Elcd_@9, 
CLRENBL@l9 
NETWORK: 
READY,READYF 
LEARN,LEARNF 
CLR!_,CLRII_ 
CLR_,CLRF_ 
= RORF (VCC,EVENck,LRN,GND,READYE) 
= RORF (READYF_,EVENck,GND,GND,READYE) 
= RORF (VCC,A19ck,FCLR,GND,CLRE) 
= RORF (CLRII,A19ck,GND,GND,VCC) 
CLRAL_,CLRAL!_ = RORF (VCC,A19ck,FCLRALL,GND,CLRALLE) 
CLRALL,CLRALLF = RORF (CLRAL!,A19ck,GND,GND.VCC) 
READ = CONF (WRITE_,VCC) 
CLEAR_ = CONF (CLEAR_,CLRE) 
RAND = CONF (RANDOM,VCC) 
Elect = CONF (ELCD,VCC) 
Elect_ = CONF (ELCD_,VCC) 
CLRENBL = CONF (CLREN,VCC) 
EVEN ck =!NP (EVENck) 
READYF_ = NOT (READYF) 
A19ck = !NP (A 19ck) 
CLRF = NOT (CLRF _) 
CLRII = AND (CLRll_,CLRALl_) 
CLRALI 
RANDOM 
ELCD_ 
EVEN 
AO 
Al 
A2 
EN 
WR_ 
-
ODD 
EN 
WR 
RD 
EQUATI0"1S: 
LRN 
READ YE 
FCLR 
CLRE 
FCLRALL 
CLRALLE 
WRITE_ 
CLEAR_ 
ELCD 
CL REN 
END$ 
= NOT (CLRALl_) 
= NOR (CLRF,CLRALLF,ODD) 
=NOT(ELCD) 
=lNP (EVEN) 
= lNP (AO) 
=INP(Al) 
= !NP (A2) 
=INP (EN_) 
= !NP (WR_) 
= !NP (RD_) 
=NOT(EVEN) 
=NOT(EN_) 
=NOT(WR_) 
=NOT (RD_) 
= /AO */Al */A2 *WR *EN; 
=!AO */Al */A2 *RD *EN; 
=/AO *Al *!Al *EN *WR; 
=/AO *Al */A2 *EN *RD; 
= AO *Al */A2 *EN *WR; 
=AO *Al */A2 *EN *RD; 
= /CLRF * /CLRALLF *(/LEARNF + EVEN); 
= CLRF _ *CLRIJ_ *CLRALI_; 
= AO *Al *A2 *EN; 
= AO */Al */A2 *EN *WR; 
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5C060 
EVEN ck l 24 vcc 
EVEN 2 23 AO 
READY 3 22 Al 
LEARN 4 2l A2 
READ 5 20 EN_ 
CLEAR_ 6 l9 CLRENBL 
RAND 7 l8 CLRALL 
Elcd 8 17 CLRAL_ 
Elcd_ 9 16 CLR_ 
Gnd 10 15 CLRl 
RD_ 11 14 WR -
GND 12 13 A19ck 
Figure 29: CONTROL Pin Out. 
Paul Becke 
ADSL 
January 13, 1989 
hvid 
I 
5C090 
horizontal video address generator 
LB Version 1.5, Baseline 4.0i 7n/87 
OPTIONS: TURBO=ON 
PART: 5C090 
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INPUTS: CLKl@l, CLK2@21, V0@2V1@3, V2@4, V3@17, V4@!8, V5@!9, 
V6@22, V7@23, CSYNCEc@39, VSYNCEc@38, EVENE@37, 
CLRc@24 
OUTPUTS: H0@5, Hl@6, H2@7, H3@8, H4@9, H5@10, H6@11, H7@12, 
Rl@l3, RO@l4, ENCNT@l5, EXCEPT@l6, EVEN@25, B2@26, 
Bl@27, B0@28, VSYNCc@29, VPULSE@36, VLDc@32, 
SWRITE@35, CASc@33, RASc@34, VBLNKc@30, CSYNCc@31 
NETWORK: 
CLKI = INP(CLKl) 
CLK2 = INP(CLK2) 
VO = INP(VO) 
VI = INP(Vl) 
V2 = INP(V2) 
V3 = INP(V3) 
V4 = INP(V4) 
VS = INP(V5) 
V6 = INP(V6) 
V7 = INP(V7) 
CSYNCEc = INP(CSYNCEc) 
VSYNCEc = INP(VSYNCEc) 
EVENE = INP(EVENE) 
CSYNCE = NOT(CSYNCEc) 
VSYNCE = NOT(VSYNCEc) 
CLRc = INP(CLRc) 
CLR =NOT(CLRc) 
HO,HFO = JOJF(HJO,CLK!,HKO,HLD,GND,VCC) 
Hl,HFI = JOJF(HJl,CLKl,HK!,GND,GND,VCC) 
H2,HF2 = JOJF(HJ2,CLKl,HK2,HLD,GND,VCC) 
H3,HF3 = JOJF(HJ3,CLKI,HK3,HLD,GND,VCC) 
H4,HF4 = JOJF(HJ4,CLKl,HK4,HLD,Gl'.'D,VCC) 
H5,HF5 = JOJF(HJ5,CLKl,HK5,HLD,GND,VCC) 
H6,HF6 = JOJF(HJ6,CLK!,HK6,HLD,GND,VCC) 
H7,HF7 = JOJF(HJ7,CLKI,HK7,HLD,GND,VCC) 
RO,RFO = JOJF(RJO,CLK!,RKO,HLD,GND,VCC) 
Rl,RFI = JOJF(RJl,CLK!,RKI,HLD,GND,VCC) 
EXCEPT.EXF = RORF(EX,CLK!,GND,GND,VCC) 
ENCNT,ENF = RORF(EN,CLK!,GND,GND,VCC) 
BO,BFO 
BI,BFl 
= JOJF(BJO,CLK2,BKO,VPULSEF,GND,VCC) 
= JOJF(BJI,CLK2,BKl,VPULSEF,GND,VCC) 
B2,BF2 = JOJF(BJ2,CLK2,BK2,VPULSEF,GND,VCC) 
VSYNCc,VSYNCFc' = ROIF(VSD,CLK2,VPULSEF,GND,VCC) 
CSYNCc,CSYNCFc = RORF(SYNC,CLK2,GND,GND,VCC) 
VBLNKc,VBLNKFc = JOJF(VBLNKJ,CLK2,VBLNKK,VBCLR,GND,VCC) 
EVEN,EVENF = JOJF(EVENJ,CLK2,EVENK,GND,GND,VCC) 
VPULSE,VPULSEF = RORF(VCC,VPCLK,VPCLR,GND,VCC) 
VLDc = CONF(VLOADc,VCC) 
VPCLK 
RA Sc 
CA Sc 
CSYNCF 
VSYNCF 
VBLNKF 
SWRITE 
EQUATIONS: 
= CLKB(VSYNCE) 
= JONF(RASJ,CLK2,RASK,GND,GND,VCC) 
= JONF(CASJ;CLK2,CASK,CASCLR,GND,VCC) 
= NOT(CSYNCFc) 
= NOT(VSYNCFc) 
= NOT(VBLNKFc) 
= RONF(SWRT,CLK2,GND,GND,VCC) 
RASJ = RFO */RF! */HFO+VBLNKF; 
RASK = RFO */RF! *HFO *CLR *NBLNKF 
+ RFO */RF! *HFO */HF! */HF2 */CLR *NBLNKF;
CASJ = RFO */RF! */HFO+VBLNKF; 
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CASK 
CASCLR 
SWRT 
VLOADc 
VPCLR= 
HLD 
VBCLR 
RKO 
= Gl'iD; 
= /RFO *RF! */HFO *(VBLNKF; 
=/RFO 'RF!; 
=fVPULSEF; 
VSYNCF */BF2 */BF! */BFO */HF7 */HF6 *HFS *HF4 *HF3 *HF2 
*HF! */HFO*/RF! */RFO *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *VI *(VO
'VBLNKF;
= CSYNCE *fVBLNKF *CSYNCF;
· = /BF2 */BF! */BFO *V7 *V6 •vs *V4 *V3 *V2 *VI *(VO;
= !VPULSEF *RF! *RFO */EXF
+ (VPULSEF *HF7 */HF6 */HFS */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! *RFO *EXF 
+VPULSEF;
RJO = (VPULSEF *RF! */RFO */EXF
+ (VPULSEF *HF7 */HF6 */HFS *HF4 */HF3 '!HF2 */HF! '!HFO
*/RF! */RFO *EXF
+ !VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HFS *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 '/HF! '!HFO
*RF1*/RFO*EXF*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*(V!*VO*ENF
+ !VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HFS */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */RFO *VSYNCF */ENF *EXF; 
RK I = (VPULSEF *RF! * /RFO * /EXF 
+ (VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*RF! */RFO *EXF *V7 *V6 *VS *V4 *V3 *V2 *VO */ENF
+ (VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HFS *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*RF1*/RFO*EXF*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*VO*ENF
+VPULSEF;
RJl = !VPULSEF * /RF! *RFO * /EXF 
+ !VPULSEF *HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */RFO *EXF; 
HKO = (VPULSEF *HFO */RF! */EXF 
+VPULSEF;
HJO = !VPULSEF * /HFO * /RF 1 * /EXF 
+ (VPULSEF *EXF;
HK! = /HLD *(VPULSEF *HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF; 
HJ! = !VPULSEF */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF 
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+ /VPULSEF *EXF
+ VPULSEF
+HLD;
HK2 = /VPULSEF *HF2 '!HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF;
HJ2 = /VPULSEF */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF
+ /VPULSEF *HF6 *EXF
+ /VPULSEF *HF7 *EXF
+ /VPULSEF *RF! * /ENF *EXF
+ /VPULSEF */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 *JRFO */VSYNCF *EXF
+ /VPULSEF */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 *JRFO *ENF *EXF
+VPULSEF;
HK3 = /VPULSEF *HF3*/HF2*/HF! */HFO*/RF! */EXF;
HJ3 = /VPULSEF */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF
+ /VPULSEF *EXF
+ VPULSEF;
HK4 = /VPULSEF *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF;
HJ4 = /VPULSEF */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF
+ /VPULSEF *EXF
+ VPULSEF;
HK5 = /VPULSEF *HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF;
HJ5 = /VPULSEF */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */EXF
+ /VPULSEF *EXF
+ VPULSEF;
HK6 = /VPULSEF *HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF!
*/EXF
+ /VP\JLSEF *HF6 'EXF
+VPULSEF;
HJ6 =/VPULSEF */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF!
*/EXF
+ /VPULSEF */HF6 *RF! *ENF *EXF */Vl
+ /VPULSEF */HF6 */RF! */ENF *EXF
+ /VPULSEF *HF7 */HF6 *EXF;
HJ7 = /VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */EXF
+ /VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HFl */HFO
*tRFI */RFO */VSYNCF *EXF
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+ /VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*RF1*/RFO*EXF*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*/Vl*VO*ENF
+ /VPULSEF */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */RFO *VSYNCF */ENF *EXF;
HK7 = /VPULSEF *HF7 .*/HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */EXF
+ /VPULSEF *HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! *RFO *EXF
+ /VPULSEF *HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */RFO *EXF
+VPULSEF;
BJO = !BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF!
*/RFO*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*VO*/ENF 
+ !BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF!
*/RFO*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*Vl*/VO*/ENF
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+ /HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO *V7
*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*Vl*VO*ENF
+ /V7 */V6 */V5 */V4 */V3 */V2 */Vl */VO;
BKO = BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF!
*/RFO*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*VO*/ENF
+ BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF!
*/RFO *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3V2 *Vl */VO
+ /HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO *V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 *V3V2 */Vl *VO *ENF
+ HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! *RFO 'V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 */Vl */VO *ENF;
BJ! = /BF! *BFO */HF1 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*RF1*/RFO*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*VO*/ENF
+ /BF! *BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */RFO *V7 *V6 •vs *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl */VO */ENF
+ /HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 '/HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO *V7
*V6*V5*V4*V3V2*Vl*VO*ENF
+ /V7 */V6 */V5 */V4 */V3 */V2 */VI */VO;
BK! = BF! *BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF!
*/RFO*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*VO*/ENF
+ BF! *BFO */HF7 */HF6 *JHF5 */HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO
*/RF! */RFO *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl *NO
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+ /HF7 *JHFti *JHF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO *V7
*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*/Vl*VO*ENF
+ HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! *RFO *V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Nl *NO *EN[;
BJ2 = /BF2 *BF! *BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF!
*/HFO*RF1*/RFO*V7*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*VO*/ENF
+ /BF2 *BF! *BFO */HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF!
*/HFO */RF! */RFO *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl *NO */ENF
+ /HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO *V7
*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*Vl*VO*ENF
+ N7 *N6 *N5 *N4 *N3 *N2 *Nl *NO;
BK2 = /HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 *HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO *V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 **V2 */Vl *VO *ENF
+ /HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! */RFO
*V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl */VO *E�"F
+ HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO */RF! *RFO *V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Nl *NO *ENF;
EX = /HF7 *JHF6 *JHF5 *HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! *RFO *V7
*V6*VS*V4*V3*V2*VO
+ /HF7 */HF6 */HF5 */HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HF! *HFO */RF! */RFO
+ HF7 */HF6 *JHF5 */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO
+ /HF7 *HF6 *HF5 */HF4 *HF3 */HF2 *HF! *HFO */RF! */RFO
+ HF7 *HF6 *HF5 *HF4 *HF3 */HF2 */HF! *HFO */RF! */RFO
+ HF7 *JHF6 *JHF5 *HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HF! *HFO */RFl */RFO;
EN = HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 */HF4 */HF3 *JHF2 */HF! */HFO *RFl */RFO
*BF2 *BFl *BFO
+ /HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! *RFO *V7
*V6 •vs *V4 *V3 *V2 *Nl *VO *EVENF *BF2 *BF! */BFO
+ /HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 *HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! *RFO *V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *NJ *VO */EVENF *BF2 */BF! *BFO
+ /HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 *HF4 *JHF3 */HF2 */HFl */HFO *RFl *RFO *V7
*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*Vl*VO*EVE�r*BF2*/BF1*BFO
+ /HF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! *RFO *V7
*V6*V5*V4*V3*V2*Vl*VO*/EVENF*BF2*BF1*/BFO
VSD 
SYNC 
VBLNKJ 
VBLNKK 
EVENJ 
EVENK 
ENDS 
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+ /HF7 */HF6 */HFS */HF4 */HF3 */HF2 */HF! *HFO */RF! */RFO *V7
*V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl */VO *BF2 */BF! *BFO;
= /V7+/V6+/V5+/V 4+/V3+/V2+/Vl + VO;
= /HF7 *JHF6 */RF! */RFO *VSYNCF
+ /HF7 *JHF6 */HF5 */RF! */RFO *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *VO
*/VSYNCF
+ BF2 *BF! */BFO *Vl *VO
+ HF7 */VSYNCF
+ HF6 */VSYNCF
+ RF! */VSYNCF
+ RFO */VSYNCF;
= ENF *V7 *V6 *VS *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl *VO;
= ENF *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 */Vl */VO */EVENF
+ V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 */Vl *VO *JHF7 */HF6 */HF5 *HF4 */HF3
*/HF2 */HF! */HFO *RF! */RFO */BF2 */BF! */BFO *EVENF;
= EVENE *VSYNCE
+ NSYNCE *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl *NO *EJ\.1F;
= /EVENE *VSYNCE
+ /VSYNCE *V7 *V6 *V5 *V4 *V3 *V2 *Vl */VO *ENF;
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5C090 
CLKI 40 ycc 
VO 2 39 CSYNCEc 
VI 3 38 VSYNCEc 
V2 4 37 EVENE 
HO 5 36 VPULSE 
HI 6 35 SWRITE 
H2 7 34 RAS, 
H3 8 33 CASc 
H4 9 32 VLDc 
H5 IO 31 CSYNCc 
H6 11 30 VijLNKc 
H7 12 29 VSYNCc 
RI 13 28 BO 
RO 14 27 BI 
ENCNT 15 26 B2 
EXCEPT 16 25 EVEN 
V3 17 24 CLRc 
V4 18 23 V7 
vs 19 22 V6 
GND 20 21 CLK2 
Figure 30: HORZVID Pin Out
PAUL BECKE 
ADSL 
January 25, 1989 
PLD 
1 
5C090 
RANDOM NUMBER GENERA TOR 
LB Version 1.5, Baseline 4.0i 7/7/87 
OPTIONS: TURBO=ON 
PART: 
INPUTS: 
5C090 
WCLK@2!, R0@2, Rl@3, RAND@4, VBLNKc@l7, DATA@l8, 
CLK@l9, WRITE@22 
OUTPUTS: RA0@5, RA!@6, RA2@7, RA3@8, RA4@9, RA5@10, RA6@11, 
RA7@!2, RA8@!3, RA9@14, RA10@15, RA!l@l6, RA12@25, 
RA13@26, RA14@27, RA15@28, 100@29, 101@30, 102@31, 
103@32, 104@33, 105@34, 106@35, 107@36 
NETWORK: 
CLK 
RO 
RI 
RAND 
VBLNKc 
DATA 
WRITE 
WCLK 
VB LANK 
RA7,QO 
RA15,Ql 
RA14,Q2 
RA13,Q3 
RA12,Q4 
RA4,Q5 
RA3,Q6 
= INP(CLK) 
= INP(RO) 
= INP(Rl) 
=INP(RAND) 
= INP(VBLNKc) 
=INP(DATA) 
= !NP(WRJTE) 
= INP(WCLK) 
= NOT(VBLNKc) 
= TOTF(tO,CLKC,CLRl,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(tl,CLKC,CLR!,Gl{D,VCC) 
= TOTF(t2,CLKC,CLR!,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t3,CLKC,CLR!,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t4,CLKC,CLR!,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t5,CLKC,CLR1,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t6,CLKC,CLR!,GND,VCC) 
JOO 
RA2,Q7 
RA5,Q8 
RA6,Q9 
RAl 1,QlO 
RAlO,Ql 1 
RA9,Q12 
RA8,Q13 
RA1,Q14 
RAO,Ql5 
CLKC 
100,IO 
101,11 
102,12 
103,!3 
104,14 
105,15 
106,16 
107,17 
= TOTF(t7,CLKC,CLR1,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t8,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t9,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(tl0,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(tll,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(tl2,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(tl3,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t14,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= TOTF(t15,CLKC,CLR2,GND,VCC) 
= CLKB(CLK) 
= ROIF(DO,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(Dl,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(D2,WCLK,G1''D,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(D3,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(D4,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(D5,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(D6,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
= ROIF(D7,WCLK,GND,GND,OE) 
EQUATIONS: 
OE =WRITE; 
DO =IQ15 */Q14 */Q7 *DATA 
+ /Q15 */Q14 *Q7 *IO
+ /Q15 *Q14 */Q7 *IO
+ /Ql5 *Ql4 *Q7 *IO
+ Ql5 */Q14 */Q7 *IO
+ Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *IO
+ Ql5 *Ql4 */Q7 *IO
+ Ql5 *Ql4 *Q7 *IO;
Dl = /Q15 */Q14 */Q7 *11
+/Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *DATA
+ /Ql5 *Ql4 */Q7 *11
+ /Q15 *Ql4 *Q? *11
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q7 *II
+ Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *11
+ Ql5 *Ql4 */Q7 *II
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-- - --- ------ - --- ----- -----------
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+ Q!5 *Ql4 *Q7 *I!;
D2 = /Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *12
+ /Q!5 */Ql4 *Q7 *12
+/Q!5 *Ql4 */Q7 *DATA
+ /Ql5 *Ql4 *Q7 *12
+ Q!5 */Ql4 */Q7 *12
+ Q!5 */Q!4 *Q7 *12
+ Ql5 *Ql4 */Q7 *12
+ Ql5 *Q!4 *Q7 *12;
D3 = /Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *13
+ /Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *13
+ /Ql5 *Ql4 */Q7 *13
+ /Ql5 *Q!4 *Q7 *DATA
+ Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *13
+ Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *13
+ Q!5 *Ql4 */Q7 *13
+ Q!5 *Ql4 *Q7 *13;
D4 = /Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *14
+ /Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *14
+ /Q!5 *Ql4 */Q7 *14
+ /Ql5 *Ql4 *Q7 *14
+Ql5 */Q!4 */Q7 *DATA
+ Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *14
+ Q!5 *Q!4 */Q7 *14
+ Ql5 *Ql4 *Q7 *14;
DS = /Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *15
+ /Q!5 */Ql4 *Q7 *15
+ /Q!5 *Q!4 */Q7 *15
+ /Q15 *Q!4 *Q7 *15
+ Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *15
+ Ql5 */Ql4 *Q7 *DATA
+ Ql5 *Ql4 */Q7 *15
+ Q!5 *Ql4 *Q7 *15;
D6 = /Ql5 */Ql4 */Q7 *16
+ /Ql5 */Q!4 *Q7 *!6
+ /Q!5 *Ql4 */Q7 *16
+ /Q15 *Q!4 *Q7 *16
+ Q15 */Q!4 */Q7 *16
+ Q15 */Q!4 *Q7 *16
+ Q!5 *Q14 */Q7 *DATA
+ Q15 *Q14 *Q7 *16;
D7 = /Q!5 */Ql4 */Q7 *17
EXCEPT 
+ /Q15 */Q14 *Q7 *17
+ /Q15 *Ql4 */Q7 *17
+ /Ql5 *Q!4 *Q7 *17
+ Q!5 */Ql4 */Q7 *17
+ Q!5 */Q]4 *Q7 *17
+ Q!5 *Q!4 */Q7 *17
+Ql5 *Ql4*Q7 *DATA;
= Q!O *Qll *Ql2 */Q4 *Q3 *Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q!O *Ql I *Q!3 */Q4 *Q3 *Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */RI;
CLR2 = VBLANK;
CLR! = VBLANK;
tO = Q9 *Q8 *Q5 *Q6 *Q7 *Ql4 *Q!5 */RAND *RO */Rl
+ RAND *RO */Rl;
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ti = Q2 *Q3 *Q4 *Q!O *QI! *Q12 *Ql3 *QO *Q9 *Q8 'Q5 *Q6 'Q7 *Q!4
'Q15 */RAND *RO */Rl 
t2 
+ Q!5 */Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *Ql I */Q!O */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 */Ql4 *Q13 */Q!2 *Qll *Q!O */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ /Q4 */Q3 *IQO *RAND *RO '!Rl
+ Q3 */Q2 */QI */QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q4 *Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+EXCEPT;
= Q3 *Q4 *Q!O 'Qll *Q12 *Q!3 *QO *Q9 *Q8 *Q5 'Q6 *Q7 *Q!4 *Q!5
*/RAND *RO */Rl 
+/Q15 '/Ql4 */Q!3 *Q!2 */Qll */Q!O */Q9 '/Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 *!Q4 *Q3 
*QZ*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+/Q15 */Ql4 */Q13 *Q!Z */Ql ! */Q!O *Q9 '/Q8 */Q7 '!Q6 'Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*/QZ *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Q4 */Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */Rl
t3 
t4 
t5 
t6 
+ Q4 */Q3 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+Q4 *QZ */QI */QO *RAJID *RO */RI;
= Q4 *Q!O *Qll *QIZ *Ql3 *QO *Q9 *Q8 *Q5 *Q6 *Q7 *Q14 *Q15
*!RMID *RO */Rl
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+/Q15 *Q14 *Q13 *QIZ */Ql I *QlO *Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql5 *Ql4 *Ql3 */Ql2 */QI 1 *QlO *Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ /Q3 *Q2 *!QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q3 */QI */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ /Q4 */Q3 */Q2 */QI *IQO *RAND *RO */RI
+ !Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *QI */QO *RAND *RO */RI;
= QlO *Qll *Ql2 *Q13 *QO *Q9 *Q8 *Q5 *Q6 *Q7 *Ql4 *Ql5 */RA."ID
*RO */Rl
. + /Q2 * !QO *RAND *RO * !R 1 
+ /Q4 *Q3 *Q2 *QI */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+Q4 */Q3 *Q2 */Ql */QO *RAND *RO */RI;
= Q6 *Q7 *Q14 *Q15 *!RAND *RO */RI
+ /Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *QI */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Ql5 */Q14 */Ql3 */Q12 *Qll */QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *!Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*!Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *Ql 1 */QIO *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 *!Q6 *Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 *Ql4 *Q13 */Ql2 */Qll *QlO *Q9 */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND*RO*/Rl
+
Q15*Q 14*Q13*/Q 12*Ql I *Q 10*Q9* /Q8*Q7*/Q6*/Q5*/Q4 *Q3*Q2 *Ql *Q 
0 *RAND *RO */Rl 
+/Q15 */Q14 */Ql3 *Ql2 */Qll */Q!O */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3 
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Ql5 *Q14 *Ql3 *Ql2 */Ql 1 */QlO */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
= Q7 *Ql4 *Q15 */RAND *RO */RI
+ Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */QZ *Ql */QO *RAND *RO *!RI
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *QI 1 */QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
t7 
t8 
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+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 */Ql2 *QII */QlO *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 */Q14 *Q13 *Q12 *Qll *QlO */Q9 *Q8 */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Ql5 *Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 *Qll *QlO */Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 */Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+/Ql5 */Ql4 */Q13 *Q12 */QI 1 *QlO *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 */Ql 1 *QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl;
= Q14 *Q15 */RAND *RO */RI
+ Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 *Q13 */Ql2 */Qll *QlO *Q9 */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 *QS */Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Q15 *Q14 *Q13 */Q12 *QI 1 *QlO *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *!QS */Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Q15 *Q14 */QJ3 */Q12 *QI I *QlO */Q9 */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Ql5 *Q14 */Q13 *Q12 *Ql 1 */QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 •Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Q15 */Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 */QI I */QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Q15 */Q14 */Q13 *Q12 */Qll */QlO *Q9 */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl;
= QS *Q6 *Q7 *Q14 *QIS */RAND *RO */Rl 
+ Q7 *Q6 *QS */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *QI */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Ql5 */Ql4 */Q13 *Q12 */Qll *QlO *Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */QS */Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Ql5 *Q14 */Q13 */Q12 */Qll *QlO *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *JQ5 *JQ4 *Q3
*/Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 *Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 */Qll *QlO *Q9 */Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *JQS *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Ql4 */Q13 *Q12 *Ql I */QlO *Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *JQ5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Ql5 */Q14 *Ql3 *QI2 */Qll */QlO */Q9 *Q8 */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
t9 
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+ Q15 */Q14 *Ql3 *Q12 *Qll */Q!O *IQ; */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
= Q8 *Q5 *Q6 *Q7 *Q14 *Q15 *!RA1''D *RO */Rl
+ Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 *IQ4 *Q3 */Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *Ql 1 */Q!O */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *Qll */Q!O *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+IQl5 */Q14 */Q13 *Q12 */Ql 1 */QIO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Q15 */Q14 */Ql3 *Q12 */QI 1 */Q!O *Q; */Q8 */Qi */Q6 *QS */Q4 *Q3
* /Q2 *Q 1 *QO *RAND *RO *!RI
+/Q15 */Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 */Qll *Q!O *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *!QS */Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/RI
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 */QI I *QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Qi */Q6 */Q5 *JQ4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl;
tlO = Qll *Q12 *Q13 *QO *Q9 *Q8 *QS *Q6 *Qi *Ql4 *Q15 */RA1''D *RO
*/RI
+ Q9 *Q8 *Qi *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 'Q3 */Q2 *QI */QO *RA1''D *RO */RI
+ Q15 */Ql4 *IQ13 */Q12 *QI I */QlO */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *QS */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RA1''D *RO */Rl
+ Q15 */Q14 *Q13 */Q12 *QI I *QlO */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*IQ2 */QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *Qll *Q!O */Q9 */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 *!Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 */Q13 *Q12 *Qll */Q!O *IQ; */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 */Q13 *Q12 */QII *Q!O *Q9 */Q8 */Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 *QI I */Q!O •cy *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
tll = Q12 *Q13 *QO *Q9 *Q8 *Q5 *Q6 *Q7 *Q14 *Q15 */RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q!O *Q9 *Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 *Q14 *Q13 */Q12 */Qll *QlO •q; */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
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+ Q15 *Q14 *Q13 */Q12 *Ql 1 *Q!O *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Ql5 *Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 */Qll *Q!O *Q9 */Q8 */Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Ql5 *Ql4 */Q13 *Ql2 *Ql 1 */Q!O *Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+/Q!5 */Ql4 *Q13 *Q12 */Ql I */Q!O */Q9 *Q8 */Q7 */Q6 */QS *Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Ql5 */Ql4 *Q13 *Ql2 *Ql I */Q!O */Q9 */Q8 */Q7 '!Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
t12 = Q13 *QO *Q9 *Q8 *QS *Q6 *Q7 *Ql4 *Ql5 */RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql 1 *Q!O *Q9 *Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *Ql */QO *RAND
*RO */Rl
+/Ql5 *Ql4 *Q13 *Ql2 */Qll *Q!O *Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql5 *Q14 •Q13 */Q12 */Qll *Q!O *Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 */Ql4 */Q13 *Q12 */Qll *QlO *Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Ql5 *Q14 */Ql3 *IQ12·*/Qll *QlO *Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql5 *Q14 */Q13 */Q12 *Qll *Q!O *IQ9 */Q8 */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Q15 *Ql4 */Ql3 *Q12 *Qll */QlO */Q9 */Q8 *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl;
t13 = Q0 *Q9 *Q8 *Q5 *Q6 *Q7 *Q14 *Ql5 */RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q!2 *QI! *QlO *Q9 *Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *Ql */QO
*RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql5 *IQ14 *IQ13 */Q12 *Ql I */QlO */Q9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*IQ2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql5 */Q14 *Q13 */Q12 *Q!I *Q!O *IQ9 *Q8 *Q7 */Q6 *QS */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q!S */Ql4 *Q13 *Q12 *QI I *QlO */Q9 *QS *IQ7 */Q6 */QS */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ QIS *Q14 */Q13 *Ql2 *Ql 1 *QlO */Q9 *Q8 */Q7 *Q6 *IQ5 */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
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+/Q15 */Q14 */Q!3 *Q12 */Qll */Q!O */Q9 *QB *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3 
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+/Q15 *Q14 *Q13 *Q12 */Qll */Q!O */Q9 *QB *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
tl4 = Q15 */RAND *RO */RI
+ Q13 *Q12 *QI 1 *Q!O *Q9 *QB *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *QI */QO
*RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q15 */Q14 */Q13 *Q12 */QI I *Q!O *Q9 *QB *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO 'RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 */QB */Q12 */Qll *Q!O *Q9 *!QB *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*/Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Q!5 */Q!4 *Q13 *Ql2 *QI I *QIO */Q9 *QB */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*/Q2 */QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q15 *Q14 */Ql3 *Ql2 *Qll *Q!O *!Q9 *QB *!Q7 *Q6 */Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*!Q2 */QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+/Q15 */Ql4 */Q13 *Ql2 */QI! */Q!O */Q9 *QB *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3 
*Q2*Ql*QO*R�ND*RO*/Rl
+/Q15 *Q14 *Q13 *Ql2 */QI! */Q!O */Q9 *QB *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
tl5 = /RAND *RO */RI
ENDS 
+ Q14 *Ql3 *Q12 *QI! *QIO *Q9 *Q8 *Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 *Q3 */Q2 *QI
*IQO *RAND *RO */RI
+/Ql5 *Q14 *Q13 *Ql2 */Ql! *Q!O *Q9 *QB *!Q7 *Q6 *Q5 */Q4 */Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+ Q!5*Ql4 *Q13 */Ql2 */QI 1 *QIO *Q9 *QB *!Q7 *Q6 *Q5 *IQ4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI
+/Ql5 */Ql4 */Q!3 *Q12 */QI I *QIO *Q9 *!QB *Q7 *Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *Ql *QO *RAND *RO */Rl
+ Ql5 */Q!4 */QB *Ql2 */QI! *QIO */Q9 */QB *Q7 */Q6 */Q5 */Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/RI
+/Ql5 */Q14 *Q13 *Ql2 */QI! */Q!O */Q9 *QB */Q7 *IQ6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2*Ql*QO*RAND*RO*/Rl
+ Q15 */Q14 *Q13 *Q12 *Qll */Q!O */Q9 */QB */Q7 */Q6 */Q5 *Q4 *Q3
*Q2 *QI *QO *RAND *RO */RI;
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5C090 
Gnd 1 40 vcc 
·RO 2 39 Gnd 
Rl 3 38 Gnd 
RAND 4 37 Gnd 
RAO 5 36 107 
RAI 6 35 106 
RA2 7 34 105 
RA3 8 33 104 
RA4 9 32 103 
RA5 IO 31 102 
RA6 11 30 101 
RA? 12 29 100 
RAS 13 28 RAI5 
RA9 14 27 RA14 
RAlO 15 26 RA13 
RAll 16 25 RAI2 
VBLNKc 17 24 Gnd 
DATA 18 23 Gnd 
CLK 19 22 WRITE 
GND 20 21 WCLK 
Figure 31: RANDOM Pin Out
APPENDIX E. 
SCHEMATICS 
This appendix contains all of the electrical schematics for the RA VEN system. 
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VIDEO IN 
RAND/SEQ 
Al5M 
Al4M 
AJ3M 
PROGRAM-
CAS7 
CAS6 
CAS5 
CAS4 
CAS3 
CAS2 
CASI 
CASO 
SCOREEN­
TRN/DETRN 
ENABLE­
DRAS­
CLR-
DCAS­
EVEN/ODD 
R/W 
AJ9 
GROUND 
POWER+5V 
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22 
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VIDEO OUT 
SC15 
SC14 
SC13 
SC12 
SCll 
SCIO 
SC9 
SC8 
SC7 
SC6 
SC5 
SC4 
SC3 
SC2 
SCI 
sco 
DA8 
DA7 
DA6 
DA5 
DA4 
DA3 
DA2 
DAI 
DAO 
GROUND 
POWER+5V 
Figure 32: Edge Connector Pin Assignment 
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